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New room search
process sought ·
By Bryan Alexander
I
The student senate proposed
a bill which lists the rights of
University administrators when
conducting a search through
dorm rooms. The bill, sponsored
by Deb Lapin, judicial affairs
chairperson, was presented at
a special meeting of the student
senate held yesterday.
"While there exists a clear
reason for protecting students
through appropriately conducted searches," the bill states, "the
recommended procedure will
help insure an orderly process
which will minimize unnecessary intrusion by the UN_H
administration.''
The bill states several points
Administrators, faculty and students celebrated the birthday of Benjamin Thompson, the
pertaining to searches, which
early benefactor to the University. (Craig Parker photo)
'
are not listed in the Student
Handbook, according to Student
Body President Jay Ablondi. He
s~.9- the existing rule, which
addresses the administration's
right to search dorm rooms, is
very vague and in need of
By'Frank Moore
Studen_r and Faculty Affairs rates would increase t~e ann_ual clarification.
Proposals to increase room, Committee also appr?ved the stl:~ent charges, not mcludmg
"Basica-lly, it's defining exboard and fee costs by 4.4 new proposals-on Apnl 16.
rumon,. by 6.4 percent to _$3,342 accly what they should do," said
percent to 6.4 perc~nt for Vni- _ The c~rrent _.pr~posals_woul~ . , for.. UN~ stude~ts. _, . ._.
__ .-~~... Ab1opdi. "In~tead of leaving it
versity System of New Hamp- · mcrease rates for a double room · 'lJ nder ~fie brennia M1udge-t -· ·as vague as 'the rule is."
shire (USNH) students will be at UNH by $66 per year, or a request submitted to the 1987
The bill was tabled until
submitted to the USNH Board five percent in·crease,_f~r a total sta_re legislature, New H~~p-. ~~nday's meeting, wheh Dean
of Trustees on Saturday, April fee of $_1,580 a year. Dmmg rates shire studen_r annual. tuit10n of Student Affairs J. Gregg
25.
would mcrease by $80 per year rates are proJecte.d to_ mcrease Sanborn will be presen.t and
Recommendations made by (or seven percent) to $1 ,278. by $100 at UNH with non- more discussion can be aired on
the college presidents of Keene Stu?e~t- fees to supp_ort student resident tuition increasing by the subject.
State, Plymouth State, and · ~ctivities and services would $40~.
. .
Lapin, said the bill was inUNH for the rare 'increases were mcrease by $39 per year (or 11
,~~nal decis10n ?n the UNH spired by the student uproar
approved April 8 by the Trus- percent) to $384 per year.
tuit10n rate ,a wait Gov.-John after a administrative search
tees' Finance and Budget ComThe recommended 1987-88 Sununu and legislative approvaL for a pellet gun in Congeve Hall
mittee. The Trustees' Academic,

Fees could go up 6%

last semester..
.
The bill limits the dean of
student's power in calling a
dorm room search on his own
according to Lapin. She said this
bill forces the dean to consult
with associate deans before
coming to a decision.
· Sanborn said he realized the
student's need for this change
-and said he was foi;- the idea. He
said this would provide a
"che_cks and balances" system
which will ensure that not one
person was making the decisio_n.
Sanborn said although a
search is called very prely and
implemented in only in cases
of emergencies, there is still
room for abuse of the rule.
~ "(As the rule stands now) I
could decide a search was needed
and go over and do it," saic;l
Sanborn. This rule will bind him
to consult with other administrators on the matter before
acting he said.
The bill also lays out a few
guidelines for the search which
is conducted. The dean can only
search rooms when "a significant danger ,t o a person or the
community exists" according
to the bill.
The search party must be .
accompianed by a dorm staH
member, said Lapin, preferably
the floor R .A .. She said .they
must be specific about the object
in question and must stop the
search after the object is found.

SEARCH, pag~ 8

Unpaid checks a problem
By Joanne Bourbeau
A University of New Hampshire student feels guilty about
the $75 she owes Bread 'n Butter
for a bm,mced check. She finally
rounds up enouJh money to pay
the debt and goes to clear her
conscience.
"'
'Thanks for coming in," says
the clerk.
"Well, I felt really bad about
all the money I owed," replies
· the student.
"Are you kidding?" says the
clerk, . ''Some people owe us
hundreds of dollars."
Some customers may feel
bouncing a check or two is no
big deal--especially to a place
like downtown Durham's Bread
'n Butter. It's just a drop in the
hat, right? Wrong.
Last spring Bread 'n Butter
was still trying to claim between
This' sign is post~d at Bread and Butter Market because of $3,000 and $5,000 worth of
the large number of bounced checks cashed there.
· unpaid checks, according to
store manager Devora Seperson.
Bread 'n Butter stopped cashing checks on April 13 to give
them time before summer break
Stalking the Big Mac. For one UNH
and graduation--after which
most students change their
student, choosing a major is like choosing
~- address--to collect the debts.
between Burger King and McDonalds. See
Manager of Jodi's, Gil Andrews, says his store hc1'i stopped
the Forum se_cH~n, page 13. ____ . __ _
. rnshin~g checks all together . .

Inside

Since 1985, Jodi's has accrued the company that owns Pet~ee
$2,500 worth of "rubber" Brook, puts the figure closer to
$750 for the last six months.
checks.
Six months ago, Pettee Brook
"When they graduate, they're
gone," Andrews says, who util- started using Cheque-Rite, a
izes the services of a Massachu- company insuring the return
setts collecting agency to re- on bounced checks for a fee of
trieve unpaid debts of up to $17. 50 each -- a cost passed on
to the ''bouncee."
·
three years ago.
Owner of Town and Campus,
"It's an awful lot of money
Jess Gangwer, says his store has for students to pay for a bounced
check," Murphy says.
$1,500 ;worth of unpaid checks.
Mur'phy said few students
"Our biggest problem is with
exchange students, and students bounce checks repeatedly, knowwho aren't full-time," Gangwer ing that they don't hav~ the·
funds to cover them, but that
says.
Although Town and Campus "some students do use us as a
'
ha-s stopped taking checks from , bank. .
UNH stuµent Kim Lombardi
DCE students, they do still cash
checks for students with UNH says "I would never write a check
if I didn't have the money in my
I.D.'s
·
"We won't stop," Gangwer account," but admits this is
says. "I don't think it's fair to mostly because of the· money it
those who have cashed checks would cost her to clear her debt.
Bread 'n Butter also charges
here all yearlong."
"We just try to be extra an extra fee of $20 for every
careful," Gangwer says. He says . returned check, and even emhis store clerks checks I.D.' s ploys someone to collect on the
carefully to protect his custo-:- debts.
Town and Campus charges
mers as well as himself.
Jenny Kegan, manager of significantly less for service
Pettee Brook Market, says at one charges, Gangwer must pay his
point a year or so ago, her store bank $2. for each check plus the
had $5,000 worth of worthless amount of the check, and passes
this charge along to the student.
checks.
·
. Brian Murphy, business man_,a_g er for Hop~ins and G,win.n, CHECKS,.. )?age .18
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ONH: ·Where the
buffalo roam
By Beth Ineson
Dave Langley is raising buffalo in Durham. Yes, buffalo.
The majestic beasts once roaming the vastness of the central
_Un.i~ed States are happily grazing on a 20 acre piece of the
Lanley Farm on Durham Point.
Well, not all of the majestic
beasts, just three of their ancestors.
Langley owns one male and
two females. One female is a
year old and the other two are
six months old. In buffalo terms
they are still small. Standing
four feet tall at the shoulder and
weighing 500 pounds therseem
imposing. When he reaches his
full growth, the male will stand
six feet at the shoulder.
Their sturdy torsos covered
by spaggy dark brown coats are
sup'ported by surprisingly dainty
,legs. The bison appear almost
top heavy as their_ head,
shoulders and forelegs .are far
bulkier than their hindquarters.
Under the shaggy coat their
eyes glitter with curiosity and
defiance. Where a cow gazes at
its surroundings, a.buffalo stares
it down.
It is in this spirit Langley
admires the buffalo. "They have
a will to survive that makes a
cow loo~ sickly," he said. "They
won't cooperate with you at all. ·
There's an old cowboy saying
that _you can lead a buffalo any

place he wants to go, and I know
it's definitely true."
Langley, 29, is a sophomore
wildlife management major. He
grew up in Durham and after
graduating from high school 'in
1976, went into the Marine ·
Corps.
"After graduation I had no
idea what I wanted to study in
college. I figured I'd spend four
years studying and still not know
what I wanted to do," he ·said.
Langley stayed in the Marines
Not the typical domesticated animal in N .H., these are the buffaloes owned by David Langly
· for eight years. His last two were
of
Durham Point Road. (Beth Ineson photo)
spent in San Diego as a drill
Range
in the .B itterroot MounLangley wanted to streng~hen
"That's the equivalent of
-instructor. This duty completed
the circle for him. He came in tains of Montana and drove the spe6ies by raising them. But .. climbing Mt. Everest horizonat 18 as a recruit and at 26 he through _the range- looking for the logistics of raising buffalo tally," Langley said. "It took two
buffalo.
go far beyond their care.
of us five days to put it up, that
was training them.
"Finally we turned a corner
"I had told ·my family. that I • has to be some kind of record.''
"I wanted to make the recruits
With fence and permit ready,
realize that you can do anything and across a beautiful golden was interested in buffalo when
you want to do," he said. "You valley I saw one and thought Tve l was still out- west but I don't Langley bought the three buffalo
think .they believed me," Lan- from a breeder- in Plainfield,
put up your won blocks, nothing got to hav~ some of these.'"
"In the service, I had this idea gley said. "When I got home Massachusetts for $1000 apiece.
stops you but yourself. Just as,
to use an example, nobody can _ in my head that I would raise with .aU my ideas. I kriow they On November ,7, 1986, just over
buffalo to save them from -thought, 'Not only is this guy a year from the start of the
stop you from raising buffalo."
· planning, the buffalo arrived
Raising buffalo was what he extinction," he said. But when crazy, he's serious!' "
When Langley's family and what Langley now calls The
wanted to do. Langley said he he got information about raising
first became fascinated with them at the Bison Range, Lan- · realized he was serious, they Little By Buffalo Company has
buffalo on a family trip through gley was told he'd be joining . agreed t_o invest in his idea. begun.
The buffalo are thriving.
Oklahoma when he was nine breeders -in 42 other states from . Th.en, his next step was to get
a New Hampshire wild animal They live totally off their pas and he saw them out the car Florida to Alaska.
"Obviously buffalo aren't permit which meant pr(?ving ture, although Langley supplewindow.
.
Almost 2Q years later the idea endangered," Lagley said. "They to the fish and game department mented their diet with grain in
was cemented in his head when · haven't been for 20 years. In fact, that the buffalo would be the winter. Because they cost
e took a month to travel back once our national refuges healthy and happy. He put up so little to feed it is easier, if
to New Hampshire after his reached their capacities the an electric fence 4000 feet in you have the land, to rais_e more
discharge from the Mar.ines. He buffalo were auctioned off to circumference, enclosing an area
of 28,000 feet.
BUFFA~Q,_page 11
stopped at the National Bison private bre~ders.''
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NEWS IN ,BRIEP .
US offical accused. of
spying in Poland ~
Poland accused a U.S. diplomat ·of spying and
said he left the country after police caught him
trying to pass a briefcase filled ·w ith money, secret
codes and maps to a Polish contact.
A "sharp protest" was lodged with U.S. Embassy
officials saidJerzy Urban, a government spokesman.
The diplomat, Albert Mueller, had gathered
information of Soviet and Polish military planning
and consulted members of the political opposition.
Mueller was detained by ·police in Warsaw
Saturday evening while he attempted to pass a
briefcase with spying equipment in it to a Polish
citizen during a secret meeting.

Eighth grader holds class
hostage ·
Because she was upset with her girlfriends, 14year-old Beth Templeton, of Phoenix, held her
English teacher and 13 classmates hostage at
- gunpoint for an hour Wednesday before releasing
them unharmed.
For thirty minutes police talked· with Tempfeton ·
over the telephone and the school intercolll. No
shots were fired and no one was injured.
·

B_o ys Club leader convicted of murder ·
Argument on executions
.rejected
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that execution
is constitutional even if its application shows a
· pattern of racial discrimination.
Henry Schwarzchild, director of the Capital
Punishment Project of the American Civil Liberties .
Union said, "It ends the effort to persuade the
Supreme Court that racial discrimination is a
constitutional infirmity in the way we carry out
the death penalty."
The high court upheld Georgia's death penalty
against evidence that those who murder whites
are up to 11 times more likely to be sentenced· to
death i~ Georgia than those who murder blacks.

Joe Hunt, the billionair~ Boys Club leader was
convicted Wednesday of murdering a con man who
tricke.d him into a phony multi-million dollar
commodities deal. No one has been found.
Hunt was convicted of first-degree murder and
robbery with allegations of special circumstances,
making him eligible for the death penalty.
Hunt, 27-year-olcl leader of an affluent club of
.prep school buddies was cllarged with killing Ro'nald
Levin, who vanished in 1984.
His girlfriend testified she was with Hunt
elsewhere at the time of the alleged killing and
defense attorney Arthur Barens claimed Levin is
alive and pulling off the ultimate con. Barens also
provided two witnesses who said they saw Levi n
driving a flashy car near Tuscon, Arizona more
tha:n a year after his presumed death.

Six die in Johannesburg
After the government-owned railroad fired 16,000
striking black officials, police shot and killed six
blacks Wednesday during a series of street battles.
Police opened fire after four police officers were
attacked by the crowd. Three policemen wer'e
seriou~ly injured.
The fighting was worst in'Joharinesbury sinc·e·
the white government imposed a nationwide state
of emergency June 12, 1986 which was to lessen
unrest against the apartheid policy of race discrimination. The fighting took place at midday in a
· commercial and warehouse area on the edge of the
central business district.
.·

West Germany signs with
Soviet Union
West Germany and the Soviet Union signed an
agreement Wednesday providing for joint efforts
in developing nuclear power, said Tass~ the Soviet
news agency. This agreement was on scientific and
technological cooperation in atomic energy. This
five year agreement provides for exchanges of .
information and experts, jo-i nt research and
development,
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Acqua intanc e rape discus sed ·

A bird lover posted these signs to warn pedestrians entering
the MUB to watch out for Mamma pigeon on her nest. (Peter
Tamposi photo)

Durha m Red .Cross
reache s milest one
By Wendi Smith
The weeklong Durham Red
Cross Blood Drive reached their
goal of 90,000 pints of blood
yesterday around 11:15 a.m. The
drive will conclude today at 3
p.m.
Amanda Waterfield, a sophomore, wc,1s the 90,000th person
to donate. This was Waterfield' s
sixth time giving blood. "I was
suprised that I was the 90,000th
person. I was just talking to the
nurse about it," Waterfield says.
Benjamin's Restaurant donated dinner for two to the
90,000th person.
While Waterfield is an old
hand at giving blood, Andrea
Ballard is a beginner.
. Ballard, a graduate student,
says, 'Tve been meaning to do
it for a while, but f was nervous.
I don't like needles, or blood,
but it's a good cause."
The first thing Ballard does
when she arrives is to fill out
the forms with her personal
record. Also she has to fill out
a form saying spe has not be
exposed to AIDS.
Next is the blood pressure
and temperature tests. Ballard
walk to a table were she has her
first blood test.
It is rough on her because the
nurse had trouble squeezing the
blood from her earlobe that was
needed for her test. "I couldn't
feel it except when she was
squeezing my ear. It huu more
when I got it pierced," Ballard
says.
Ballard's next step is to sit
and wait to be called to give
blood. She is -seated in a row of
chairs facing the 15 lounge
chairs where people were alre,ady giving blood. -

By Chris Pollet
Christine Louis put herself
in a tough position. She and
seven others sat on a panel for
the forum "Re-Thinking Rape
in the Eighties" and expressed
themselves to the scrutiny of
100 audience members.
Louis;a rape victim and UNH
student, talked about the effects
of rape in personal terms. "The·
most important point is the
issue of getting help when
someone you know rapes you,"
Louis said. "It eats away at you
and gets into every facet of you
life."
One in three women will be
raped, and two-thirds of all
rapes are committed by someone the victim knows, according
to statistics from a movie shown
during the forum.
Andrew Merton, a journalist
and an associate professor of
English, responded to other
aspects of the movie. "I thought
about the difference between
the images we connect with rape
and the images of fulfilling ~ex,"
Merton said.
Scott Chesney, associate director of Residential Life and
a panel member, said he saw the
people in the movie acting in
different ways.· "It was the
victims who were crying, not
the potential rapist, who told
his story very matter-of-factly,"
Chesney said.
The forum was opened audience questions which led to
further elaboration by panel
members. "How is someone to
know when a girl really means
'no?' " asked an anonymous
male member of the audience.
Merton replied, "When a
women says 'no' she means 'no'
"which was received by various
negative noises in the crowd.
Merton explained the male
psyche and its control over the
mind.
Brian Millette, a panel
member and resident assistant

"If you go to a party where
in Stoke Hall, pointed out
exploitation in our society. "We alcohol will be served, you have
have to realize that when you to realize this· potential," M01;exploit someone, you take ad- rison said.
Jeanne Wetherby, a panel
vantage of their vulnerabilit1es,"
member and rape crisis counMillette said.
"There are people who take selor at UNH, .s hared the goals
advantage of your vulnerabil- of the UNH Rape Assistance
Program with the audience.
ities," he said.
"When we dehumanize a "The first goal is to give people
woman, we forget she has a -back the control into their lives,"
family, dreams and a life outside Wetherby said. She made it clear
her body," Merton said. He said that confidentiality was a stipconfronting negative portrayals ulation of the program and the
.of women on the individual level program is available 24 hours
was difficult but was important, a day.
"We will be there and stand
for many times that is where
beside you as long as you want,"
the misconceptions start.
·
Maggie Morrison, a panel Wetherby said.
Chesney, who coordinates
member and coordinator of
Sexual Harassment and Rape programs in dorms concerning
Prevention Program male roles, has been disturbed
(SHARPP), said 75 percent of by ma_ny male reactions to the
all acquaintance rapes are com- subject of acquaintance rape.
."I am disturbed at how many
mitted when one party has
consumed alcohol, and 50 per- men h~ve said, 'she deserved
cent occur when both parties
RAPE, page 18
hav,e consumed alcohol.

'Tm not gonna watch, but I'm
not nervous though;" Bal~ard
says. "I don't know why."
When it was Ballard's turn,
· she was escorted to her donor
What better way to study? In a tree! (Peter Tamposi photo) ·
lounge chair by a Sigma Phi
Epsilon volunteer.
Thelma Fay, RN, the nurse
who takes Ballard's blood,
realized it was her first time
giving because of a heart-shaped By Julie McDonald
zenship, leadership and scho- senior with-the highest ideals
sticker she wore signifying it,
students
UNH
five
larship. She is currently_a res- of good citizenship, is "well
week
Last
tries to talk to her about other
Student
ident assistant at Englehardt appreciated," Reilly said. He
the
by
selecte.d
were
the
off
mind
her
things to keep
to
and in · the past was an will be attending Tufts Vete(SAC)
Hall
Committee
Awards
needle.
rinary School in the fall.
A strap is attached to Ballard's receive honors for outstanding active participant in the hall
Fred Brennan, Jr., a member
there.
of
council
areas
the
in
achievements
upper arm so Eay can find the
Shelley Ann Wells was ho- of the football team for three
vein easier. Fay searches both athletics, scholarship and comnored with the Dean William- years and R.O.T.C., received
arms to make sure the right vein munity involvement.
The SAC is comprised of son Award, given to a senior recogition forjuggling an active
is found. This prolonges Balagenda with a
lard's wait for the needle a few three faculty members, three "who has been outstanding and extracurricular
one.
academic
rigorous
extracurricular
in
Emily
rounded
and
well
senators
student
minutes more.
mabiochemistry
a
Brennan,
athletics
scholarship,
stuof
activities,
dean
assistant
Moore,
A soapy iodine scrub is appminor
microbiology
a
with
jor
University."
the
to
loyal~y
and
dents.
. lied to the arm to clean off any
Wells is studying wildlife who hopes to get into sports
To determine the most dedirt that may be on it, and then
is president of the medicine one day, received the
award,
each
for
management,
student
serving
it's time for the.needle.
Soc~iety, a American Legion A ward. This
Wildlife
UNH
each
to
letter
a
sent
·Moore
Balto
Fay keeps on talking
Society award distinguishes a senior
Honors
the
criteria
of
the
listing
member
.
department
lard as the needle is -inserted.
GP A who attains- di.e highest distinchigh
a
and
award
maintains
and
individual
the
for
she
so
away,
turns
Ballard's face
with tion in the combination of
involvement
her
nominate
to
'despite
faculty
encouraging
does not have to look. She
military science, scholarship and
grimaces when the needle is first his or her most likely candidate. a number of organizations.
athletics.·
t
tha·
think
to
response,"
good
a
honored
was
am
"I
"There
inserted and says, "It hurt, but
'Tve seen the trophy in the
Moor·e said. "The field of can- UNH feels I've made a contriI lived through it."
and thought it looked great.
case
said.
Wells
bution,"
which
excellent
was
didates
"I don't mind looking at it
Unlike Wells, who was nom- It's something I'd 1like to bring
now, but I didn't want to see the made it difficult to choose."
The awards, given to four inated for the award by a pro- my kids to show them that hard
needle go in," Ballard says.
and one sophomore fessor, a friend brought atten- work pays _off," Brennan said.
seniors
Ballard has to gently squeeze
Dianne McAnaney, an Engexplicit in their 'tion to Mark Reilly, recipient
were
woman,
a rubber ball in her hand to help
major, was honQ\~ with
lish
·prize.
1986
the
of
criteria.
pump the blood in the bag. It
Erskine Mason 'X'ward,
the
major,
the
science
of
animal
winner
An
Peccini,
Lisa
takes about eight to ten minutes
to a senior who is distingiven
comseveral
felt
in
-activ~
Award
'
isJones
Reilly
Duncan
Helen
to fill the pint bag.
for the most consistent
guished
includwas
activities,
It
service
winning.
munity
about
"great
pledge,
Sigma Phi Epsilon
and achievement.
progress
the
program,
and
Ride
happy
Safe
the
really
ing
I'm
surprising.
Dave Smith, is helping out with
was not able to be
·
McAnaney
Commithonored."
Damage
Hall
Hubbard
the
the blood drive. "I ca.rry
comment.
for
reached
Classic,
Day
Labor
the
science
and
tee
computer
a
Peccini,
blood to the table where they
McAnaney, Wells and Peccirti
they weigh it and I also bring major, was chosen as the sopho- an event which sponsored an
receive their awards at the
will
that
on
weekend
free
.the
showed
alcohol
who
woman
more
the donors to the tables to eat,"
Honors Convocation on May 3.
greatest promise of outstanding holiday.
The prize, designed for a
achievement in American citiBLOOD, page 11

5 UNH studen ts win award s
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'ON THE SPOT
DO you think the-carripus

Next semester the Coast shuttle plan will come up for review
in the student senate. This shuttle plan includes the "free''
Kari-van rides, the shuttle around campus, and discounted
parking fee.

shuttle servic e should be
renew ed?

"The system should stay.
The campus shuttles are
convenient to me, seeing
as how I have to park my
car in A-lot."
Jill Heggie
Sophomore
Communiction

n1 never use the inner or
outer shuttle because I can
walk to class but I don't
like the idea of parking
.rates going up."
Dave Rowse
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering

"Yes it should. We pay
enough to go to school here
so the shuttle system should
b~ free. It (paying 50 cents
a trip) would also cause
more hassles for the
commuters."
Stephanie Yphantes
Freshman
, Psychology

STUD ENT SENATE

Applications available in the Student Senate_Office, Rm. 130, MUB.
Deadli•e: May 1st 1987

"If the University doesn't
want to supply the s-tudents
with four year· housing
then they should provide
them with free
transportation."
Jim Toth
Sophomore
Business Administration
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O.T. department gets .grant
By Steven Ciarametaro
.
Trajning in Public Schools.'' The
The United States Depart- department will work with the
. ment of Education has awarded state's Department of Education
a $31,832 grant to the Univer- to place occupational therapy
sity's department of occupation- majors ' from UNH in New
al therapy, according to infor- Hampshire schools.
mat-ion received from New
The study's long-term objecHampshire's Republican sena- rive is tO set up and test the
tors, Gordon Humphrey and project, then provide the inforWarren Rudman.
mation to more than 80 occuThe grant is designated to pational therapy departments
fond a one-year study of wavs and internship programs across
t to increase the number of
the country.
teachers, other educational proAll occupational therapy mafessionals and parents in the jors are required to complete
area of handicapped eduation.
three internships before they
The study at the UNH occu- can be certified. This study will
pational -therapy department allow them to be trained and
will conduct is titled: "Occupa- conduct therapy with handitional Therapy Pre-Service Pro- cappedchildren under the suject Dev -::·l opi.ng Fieldwork - pervision of a certified t~erapist.

Interns will also prov1p.e information and education to
teachers and parents.
The study is intended to last .
three years even though the
occupational therapy department will have to reapply for
the grant every year.
The director of the study is
Barbara Sussenberger of the OT
department. Also working on
the project are Beth Shaster and
LouAnn Griswald.
"This (study) is an important
opportunity for occupational
therapy major," said LouAnn
Griswald. "They will be able to
acquire training, complete an
internship as well as provide
information for the _study."

Befort article wins award
By Elizabeth Cote
William Befort, professor of
forestry, received an award in
Baltimore last week for his
article describing his work using
large-scale aerial photography
to identify habitat types. ·
The article, "Large-Scale
Sample Photography for Forest
Habitat-type," was recogized
by the American Society for
Photogammetry and Remote
Sensing, and Autometric, Inc.,
a manufacturer of remote sens.ing equipment.
"My article is just part of the
growiflg literature on large-scale
photography used in natural
resource measuring," Befort,
said.
Befort said his work this
summer in ·eastern Washington

photography is used especially
in Canada where there are huge
tracts of forest, to identify
parasite damage, and~t~ke tree
measurements . Befort's stu·dy
showed the method could also
be used to identify habitat types
within the forest.
·
In the past habitat-typing has
done usually on foot, according
to Befort. The use of large-scale
aerial photography for habitattyping could save time and
money.
Befort is pleased with _the
recognition his article in Photogrammetric Engineering and
Remote S~nsinf!, has received.
'Tm glad someone else besides me read (the article),"
Befort said.

and Idaho, funded by the U.S.
Forest Service's National Wide
Forestry Applications Program,
showed large-scale aerial photography could be used.by foresters to classify habitat types
within a forest. This habitat and
vegetation composition is important to scientists who manage the forests, Befort said.
Large-scale aerial photographs are taken at a lower
altitude than standard aerial
photographs, resulting in more
detailed photographs. From
these photographs Befort said
foresters, trained to interpret
the photographs, can identify
trees in the overstory and the
understory.
· Befort said large-scale aerial
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CALENDAR
Exhibition
Art Exhibition: Exhibition of textiles and jewelry of Winifred
Shaw. Galleries , Paul Arts. Through April 29. Hours: MW 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat & Sun 1-5 p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 24
Blood Drive: "You've Come a Long Way Baby," a. . grjv~ t9
. celebrate the collection of the 90,000di pint donated by Durham,
and UNH since 1951. Granite State Room MUB, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
MUB Job Day: Prepare now for fall employment at the MUB.
Top ffoor, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
·
International Fiesta: A day filled with food, games, displays,
-entertainment, and more to celebrate international culture
from around the world and at UNH. Smith Hall Lawn, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Spring Jubilee: Carnival rides, games, music, entertainment,
.benefit auction. ·Snively parking lot, 4-11 p.m.
·
GTE Foundation Lecture Series:Space Technology and Human
Values, Part III, Outer Space ancf the Inner Secrets of Mother
Earth. Paul Scully--Power., Astronaut/ Oceanographer, Senior
Scientist. Naval Underwater Systems Center. Room 208,
McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
·
· · ·,
Music Opera Workshop: Performance will include scenes from Fidelio, Susannah, The Magic Flute, The Mikado and
more. Hennessey Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
Lacrosse: at Yale
Baseball: vs. University of Maine. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Spring Jubilee: Carnival rides, games, music, entertainment,
benefit auction. Snively parking lot, 1-11 p .m.
·
Ring In The Sprin_g Sing: The New Hampshire Notables
and their guests with a capella music, laughs and so much
more. Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. Stuaents $2, general
$3.
Music Opera Workshop: Hennessey Theater, Paul Arts, 8
p.m.
MUSO Film: "The Shining." MUB PUB, 10 p.m. and midnight,
. students $2, general $3.
,
' .

SUNDAY, APRIL 26
Outdoor Track: at Dartmouth Inv.
Spring Jubilee: Snively pa_rking lot, 1-7 p.m.
State NHMTA Recital:· Recital and meeting. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Arts, 1-5 p.m.
/
,

.

New Hampshire

MUSO Film: "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

P~!!!~KS

Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"The Invention of
Heterosexuality: 1892-1982." Jonathan Ned Katz, author
of Gay 1-merican Hfs~ory and Gay Almanac wil! lecture on
the d1ff1culty of defrnrng ourselves as sexual berngs. Room
4, Horton, 7:30-9 p.m.

We have moved-please _note our new address
T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • TotH • S.selNU C•ps
• Sweatshirts •.Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plu• Hundred• ol &.,ec.lab1 Adl,e,t_...,. Jtenu

MONDAY, APRIL 27

ln•House Art Dept

603/431-8319
Au_!umn Pond Park, Rte. 101, • Portsmouth . N H

.

-

Concert: Lecture by Lucie on the origin of French-Quebecois
and Franco American Folk Music. Sponsored by French Club.
Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., free .

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
Faculty Concert: John Rogers, electronic music. Art Galleries,
noon to 7 p.m., free.
.
Women's Studies Seminar Series: "Women's Well-Being
and the Politics of Nursing." Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
12:30-2 p.m.
_
French/Italian Film: "Heart and Soul." Room 303, James,
3:30 _p ..m. ,
.
MUSO Film: "Maltese Falcon." Strafford Room, MUB, 7
and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
·
University Theater: "What Men Don't Tell Women." Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
. ,
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
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oness
. AL-ANON MEETING: Sponsored by Health
Education Center. Individuals affected by another's
UNH LONDON PROGRAM: It's not too late to
use of alcohol or other drugs are welcome. Mondays,
apply. A few spaces for the fall semester_are still
Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.
available.
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: SponATHLETICS AND RECREATION
sored by Health Education Center. Individuals
concerned about -their drug use are welcome.
INTRAMURAL JOGGING MARATHON: SponTuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m.
sored by Rec. Sports. Run laps for fun, fitness or
MEETINGS .
the Campus Championship. For any full time
student. A wards for men's and women's individual
and men's and women's team categories. Monday,
STUDENTS FOR A NON-PARTISAN COMApril 27 through Thursday, April 30, NH Hall
MENCEMENT SPEAKER MEETING: Any senior
Track, 4-6 p.m. Information: 862-2031.
who is unhappy with the selection of this year's
commencement speaker and/or any student who
.CAREER
wants more student input in the speaker selection
process is invited to attend. Wednesdays, Chesire
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored
Room, MUB, 5 p.m.
by Career Planning & Placement. Last 2 of the year!
Small group workshops designed to help you identify
UNH/STUDENT PEER GROUP MEETING:
your skills, interests and values. Sign up basis only,
Randy Schroeder, of DCE will discuss career·options
Room 203, Huddleston. Monday, April 27 and
and opportunities and resume writing. Friday, April
Wednesday, May 6, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:3024, MUB, 2-3 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Video tape
GENERAL
a:nd slides of this year's Little Royal discussion
of future events. New meml;>ers always welcome.
"REAL PEOPLE": Sponsored by Human Resources
Tuesday, April 28, Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m.
and Professional Development. A workshop
consisting of a panel of differently abled people
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: The
Seacoast Chapter will hold its last meeting of the
who will discuss how they deal with disabilities
and people on the job: Tuesday, April· 28, Hetzel
semester on Human Rights abuses in P"'akistan,
Board Room, Alumni Center, 1-4 p.m. Please RSVP
presented by guest speaker Abidi Saftar. Tuesday,
at 2270.May 5, Room 128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
ACADEMIC

"THE 11 GALLERY": The public is invited to
the gala opening reception of a previe~ exhibition
of art, crafts, and antiques donated to the Channel
11 auction from 4 to 6 p.m., Sunday, April 26 at
the New Englan~ Center. The exhibition continues
through May 8, for bidders to study items at leisure.
Preview bids will be accepted at the New England
Center. Tp.e auction will be broadcast May 10-16
to raise funds for programming on New Hampshire
Public Television. Information: 862~2812.
J.S.O.-HILLEL: We're forming a Hillel under the
supervision of Rabbi Girourd, for next year. All
interested students and faculty welcome. Wednesday, April 29, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
HEALTH

There is lots of fun to be had at the Annual International Fiesta
at Smith Hall. (Craig Parker photo)

Moreira to visit
Smith fiesta
By Sus~n Davis
As part of the Fourth Annual
International Fiesta, Brazilian
A.m bass·a dor Marcelio Marques
Moreira is scheduled to speak
today at 2 p,m. Moreira is
visiting UNH at the invitation·
of President Gordon Haaland.
The event is art annual celebration of cultural diversity and
-· an attempt to raise students'
awareness of different cultures.
The festival is today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. in front of Smith
Hall.
The fiesta is organized by the
residents of Smith Hall. It will
include clowrts, dances, games,
food from around the world, and
live music from other nations.
According to Steven Nelson,
. Smith hall director and student
advisor to the event, the main
goal of the celebration is to raise
awareness of different cultures. ·
"We really want to help
people become aware that there
is a larger world than that of
New Hampshire," Nelson said.
In addition to the five dorm
committees involved, the event
is sponsored by many outside
groups, such as the Committee
on Central America (COCA),
various'• honor societies, and
· foreign language groups. These
groups will sell international
cuisine and have information
, tables set up.
Heidi Cyr, the entertainment
manager for the fiesta, said it
was hard at first to get many·
outside groups involved, but
there had been a lot of interest

INTER RESIDENCE ORGANIZATION (IRO)
MEETING: Dorm government- officer meeting.
Agenda includes Leadership conference for fall.
Constitution, goals for next year. Open to all
enthusiasts of residence hall living. Sunday, May
3,9 p.m.
·
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Student meeting. Tuesdays, Room 103, Morrill,
7-8:30 p.m.
EVENTS

SPRINGFEST 1987: The Fools; -F arrenheit, New
MAN. Sponsored by SCOPE. Saturday May 9th
from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at the Lacr,osse Field behind
the Field House. Admission is FREE! In the case
of rain it will be moved inside the Field House.

SAFE RIDES: A service that provides safe ·
transportation home for drivers under the influence NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITof alcohol and/ or other drugs and/ or those riding TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVwith them. Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, 10 ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)
·
p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862-1414.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PISTACHIO'S
IS
HlRING NOW!
_*.11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Sunday
*Wotk Study Only!
*Can .be carried over to next se.meste:r!

Have fun scoopin' scream at the best scoop in town!
Call Karen at 862-3085 or stop by and inquire.

SPEND YOUR CASH WISELY!
Instead of paying board/ rent next fall, invest in one of
these 1 or i bedroom condos just minutes from campus
in Dover. Yo.u ng adul; community already substantially
increased in equity.

•
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'

'

as the day of the fiesta grew
nearer.
"Now that the fiesta is so
close, we' re getting a lot of offers
from outside groups," Cyr said.
Cyr said that much of the
work for the fiesta has been
done by Smith residents.
"There are five student corn._mittees, and students have put
up flyers and balloons in academic buildings on campus,"
Cyr said. "Students have built
decorations and participated in
the planning of the event."
"The main point we' re trying
to get across is that Wf!- want to
represent as many different
cultures as we can, and promote ·
cultural awarene·ss at UNH,"
Cyr said. The fiesta is free a1;1d
open w the public. Outdoor
boothes will feature origami and
Japanese calligraphy; and the
live entertainment varies from
Irish jazz fO the Boogaloo Swamis, a Cajun band. The indoor
theme will be a "Tour Around
the World," with artif;tcts and
displays from different parts
of the world.
The celebration coincides
with the 80th anniversary of the
building of Smith Hall. According to Cyr, Smith has only been
an international dorm for about
four years. Before th_at, it was
an ·all-female doi::m: Smith Hall
memorabilia from the Dim'dnd
Library archives will also be on
display to commemorate the
anniversary, making the celebration even more of a celebration for residents.

.

$50,900-$82,800

431-2121
Agent's ·home: 749-4272

Hennessey & Assoc.
Downtown Portsmouth 1

WHALE ·WATCH
Marine biologist-led cruises
- from Newburyport, Mass.
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. From Hilting Dock,
Newburyport, MA 01950

New England Whale Watch
617-465~7165

special early season prices to VNH students with ID
April 25, May 2, May 9, May 10

$12.00 each

Normally $20.00
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WANTED ..

persons of either

~- ,SEX

N~ <Jot {~
an entertainment alternative

TIME FORA
RESUME

r.:

· We know it's a bus\' time for rnu - Time
to celebrate' bme to reflect. Bui ifs also
time to look,to the·future.

W .to see
COSY SHERIDAN

· Kinko ·s can help you prepare for your
future. \Xe ha\'e a \\·ide range of specialty
papers and matching en\'elopes to gi\'e your
resume the professional look it desen'es.
Come b\' and see us toda\'. There ·s no
time like the present.
·

do her thing, of course_...

When?

kinko•s®

'o--"~
ll

creat copies. creat people.

•J

•.

SATURDAY
·Ot\v~\\\
Aprff 25th
rt\\
this

Devine 7L
$1 students · $2 non-stude nts
*this is the last NICHE ·o-f the ·
semester*
PFO funded

UNH Books tore ·
Spring Sidewa lk.Sale
Selected Clothirig 20-50%
selected general reading
and comput er books
. sold by the pound!!
·
Closeout prices on selected . ·
supplies, posters, dorm room items,
Plants~~ .. ~ .. Hot Dogs ....... Raffle
;I

'

When:.
Monday April 27th thru Friday May 1st
Where:
UNH Booksto re Hewitt Hall
Enter our raffle for a UNH Champi on sweatsh irt
Outdoor
s ,_Weather~ Permitting
··- . ·
--
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-------SEARCH------<cominued from page 1)

~ord Assoc:l&tion
(603) 669-6447
Word Processtng • 'fyp~ng • Tra.nscriptlon
Durham, New Hampshire

11

Take.a 5-week Summe·r Intensive
at Northeastern at night.
Enroll in a !i-W(><•k Sumnwr lntPnsivP at
North(•astern UnivNsity, and put your
care(•ron a fast tmck.
You C'an pkk up t>xtra <TPdits, makt•
UJH'oursework, or lt>arn sonwthing
m•w. l'akeone part-timt• urnlt•rgraduatt.•
cour.w, or <·orn·pnt ratP on·a <'<• rt ifi('att•.
at six conv(•nit•nt lc)('at ions. St•\·t>n · and
10-wet•k <·oursPs an• also a\'ailahlt• .
Summer n•gistratio11 starts.Jmw 8 .
Cla.-;,<;<•s twgin .Jum• ,~~- For in format ion
and c·ourst> listin~s. t·,,11-t:J, -:!-tOO. < >r st•1HI
us the c·oupon hPlow.

I

I

DarhUI Bike
APRIL 1987 SALE

!'liort hl'a,-ll'm I '11 ivc•r-.it .,· 1·111\l•r-.11 ~ I ·.,11,•~•·
l'.O . Box l~d . 11, ..... 1011 . \I.-\ 11~1 I';
B11,111t•,, .-\clm1111,1 rat 1011
l'lt•itsc• ~ •ncl mt• i11forma 11, ;111111 .
l.1hc•ral .-\rh
: ; t-:11,<i11t•t•ri111(1'h·h11olo)(~
ll1•alt h l'nof1•ssi1111s a11cl Sdl'llt't•,

-

'.

I 3C Rt-,ch1tration starts tht- wt-t>k of .Junt- H.
I ~-""'·---------- - - - - - - -

I

,\cltln...._, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:___

1 1 · 1 1 ~ - ~ - - - - --

I
I

I

ni

Gyr.o Helmer 7.5 oz. $60
Oakley Blades & Eye Shades $45
Look Sport Pedal $74.95
Look Competition Pedal $99.95
Monarch Z90.4 Helmers $34.95

Northeastern Universi~y
Utrittnity Collep. IINI the School of l111i-,itig Techllology

Summer positions are available in the heart of the White
Mountains. We are looking for number of responsible people
to assist in canoe and kayak rental program. Prior experience
is not necessary. Outdoor work and the opportunity to learn
to kayak and canoe makes for an enjoyable summer e~perience.

c-,,

~

.

Liwited housing is available.

_-.__I___

Sa::::~~;:~::.,_
03813 603-447-2177

Wool Training Jackers Nylon Front $45.95
Trek 760 Racing Frame R5 3 I $349.95
Trek 720 Touring Frame R5 3 I S384.95

S1.11c• _ _ _ Z1p _ _ __

Summer Day Camp Counselor Positions

Hours: M-W 9-5, Th & F 9-6
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 12-4

19-Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H.

868-5634

•
Do you live in Manchester, NH?

Earn $5.00-$7 .50/hr. this summer

no experience necessary
for an application:

Contact:
Mike Dambach
SAE28 Madbury Rd.
Durham
868-9831

do not take precedence over senators who were upset that
people's basic constitutional · several objects were taken from
rights and suggested looking Congreve rooms even though
they had nothing to do with the
into the legality of the rules.
"The laws of the University shootings. They -s aid even
do not st.ipercede the laws of the though these objects may have
been ill~gal, they were not part
United States," said Jones.
This stat~ment was countered of the search.
, Lapin said the administrators
by Ablondi, who listed Supreme
court cases which went in the were forced to confiscate these
University's favor in matters items because they were held
such as this where students felt responsible for them once they
their constitional rights had saw them. Items taken, such as
beer from minors, would come
been violated.
"The Su pr.eme Court ruled back to haunt the University if
that the University is a special they were ignored.
"If some kid (with overplace in that the University is
tenant,'' said Ablondi. "You do looked, ignored beer) went out
give up some rights when you and got into a drunk driving
accident and got killed, the
enter the University."
The point of confiscation was University would have a major
also brought up by several lawsuit on its hands.

RECREATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

It's a whole new day at night.
I

Congreve Hall senator Guy
Tomasky, who had his room
searched in the gun incident,
said even though the rules are
necessary in writing, they were
. not abused in the past.
"When our room was
searched," said Tomasky, "the
administrators followed these
guidelines even though they
were not in writing.".
If the senate passes this bill,
it will move on to Sanborn. If
Sanborn continues his support
for the bill, he will approve it
and it will be entered into the
student rulebook.
Discussion of the bill prompted a few senators to express
their dismay over the whole
room search process itself.
Academic chairperson Charles
Jones said the University rules

or call College Pro's Main Office
1-800-346-4649

in Manchester, New Hampshire
College work study preferred

Contact:

Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center
2849 Brown Ave., Manchester, NH .03103
Tel: 627-5637

NH

r
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Von't miss this opportunity}
.

take a

\ltttiS\11.
. DRIVING
COURSE
Monday and Tuesday
April 27 & 28
From 5:00-9:00 p.m.
at the Elliot Alumni Center
(n·e ar Snively_)

PAG_E NINE

LANDLORD
TENANT ·
RELATIONS
'

.

.

/

'

A S'eminar presented by
attorneys Craig Evans and
St_ephen White

. Tues. April 28, 1-2 p.m.
Hillsborough Room, MUB
Questions ·a bout rent, leases,
or other legal problems?
Bring your leases!
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Spring Concert _

Saturday, April 25, 1987

University
. 7:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB
_ _ _ _ _ Tickets _ _ _ _ _ ,

I
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May 1987
Degree Candida tes: -

- A list of all students who have filed an
. intent-to-gr aduate card for the May· 1987
graduation is now posted on the bulletin
board in the trailers located in the
bookstore parking lot. If you plan to
graduate in May and your name is not [~
on the list, please_let one of the gradua-

COMM ENCEM ENTMAY 23, 1987 10:30 AM

ac

*
**

i
*

$3 Non-Students

a

:*
*
:
·***
**
**

I

of New Hampshire

**:

Contact the Health Education i
Office ·at Hood House for :**
:
more inforrnation
. -*****
_,· : **

i

·$ 2 Students

.

:** Safe Rides has executive positions
open for next semester
i
be a
:*
***
-Co-Chai rperson
:
-Marketin g Director
:*
-Directo r of Drivers
:*
& Dispatch ers ·
:*

**
***
*

i:

-GET INVOLVED-

)C

THE BROTHERHOOD OF DELTA CHI
EXTENDS ITS CONGRATULATIONS TO
ITS NEWLY INITIATED BROTHERS ...
Mark Austin
Donald Chisholm
Vic Consaga
Casey_Cranton
Kyler Drew
Steve Martel
Brian Stahl
Scott Nadeau
Chris Cleaveland
John Draper
Glenn Flessas
Denny Moorhead
Scott Sullivan
John Cullinan ·
Rob Lazar .
Dave Desmaisons
Mike Thonsen

-X
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Send a friend a -

<continued from pag<: 2J

of them at a time. Langley plans to Langley, the philosophy is
a fundamentally sound one. The
co buy another 10 in May.
"I want to establish a real people that consume buffalo,
herd," he said. ·" When the 10 the more buffalo will be raised.
_arrive I'll t<1.ke the breeding from And, because it is impossible
there and if all goes well I'll be to raise them in crowded pens
able to establish a herd of 30 like cattle, the venture is only
worthwhile for those who truly
animals in about five years."
. Langley says 30 buffalo is the - care about the animal, ensuring
most he can raise in the habitat they will be kept in as natural
available and he wants co main- a habitat as possible. Also, if
tain a herd of that size. The the market for meat didn't exist
'_'surplus" will be slaughtered it is doubtful chat many people
for rheir meat, which is becom- could afford che luxury of breeding marketable as it is higher ing the buffalo, and the chance
in protein and lower in fat and to replenish the species would
be lost.
cholesterol than beef.
"My primary concept was co
It seens ironic co raise buffalo
to strengthen the species only raise buffalo because· I liked
co slaughter the.rp. But according -chem,'.' Langley said. "Bur I also

feel that people owe a debt to
nature and we need co repay that
debt."
He referred to the massive
slaughter of the buffalo by the
white ma_n in the mid-1800's.
Hunting them for spore, or just
for their hide, the buffalo population was reduced from 100
million in 1840 to less than 1000
in 1880.
As- we watched the buffalo
play in the field it was clear that
Langley's emotions are mixed.
"I am glad I am doing what
I can for the buffalo," he said.
"But at the same time I wish it
wasn't necessary. They are a
wild animal and I wish they
could've stayed that way."

Who Will Donate The 90,000 Pints at

--BLOOD

Durham Red Cross
Springtime Blood Drive

(continued from page 3)

Smith says . "I also make sure
they don't pass out on their way
to the table."
As Ballard is escorted to the Monday, April 20th th_rough Friday, April 24th
refreshment table to get some
food she says, "It took a while,
10:00-3:00
MUB!
about 45 minutes, but it was
easier than I expected. I didn't
think .it would be painful."
Ballard was given chocolate . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
milk and told chat she could _
leave in 15 minutes.
Cake, donuts, sandwiches,
milk and juice are served to the
blood donors.
"They take very good care of
you,'.'. Ballard says. 'Tm gonna
do it again."

PICTURE PERSONAL

.1n
The New Hampshire
r--------r------------,

:Happy Birthday, l

: ~:;...,/
_I

l
I

l

..__ I

I

I

Opus!

---

:
I

Love, Binkley l
-:L---~---JI____________
and Bill the Cat~Jf

Whatever the occasion,
you can surprise a friend
with a picture personal
in The New·Hampshire
for only $10.00

Write for
The New Hampshire

and have your name in
print

..
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Stop by room 108
in the MTJB
Mon.-Fri. _10-3
TODAY!

~

i

..~~·:':•::':¥,ff
,. ,,...

.

.

_)

.-·._::tt:{;

"Heart- stoppiTT~· A
spellbinding horrgr film:'
~JANE,T ~A$Uf{NEW YORK TIMES.

s111

TIME

10 & 12 midnight

DATE

SAT. NIGHT4/25

PLACE

MUB

ADMISSION

$2 students

ASTANlEY KUBRICK AlM
iK NICHOLSON SHEllrf DUVAll
"rnE sH1N1NG" ~~HrnLBV~NG
SCRHNPtAY BY

.

STANlEY KUBRICK &D~NE JOHNSON
PROOOCTO ANO OIR£CT£D BY

STANlEY KUBRICK

THEPROOOCEfCIRCll cu
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Editorial
Good,butnote nough
A bill.proposed at a special Thursday
meeting of the student senate should protect
the rights of students who live in University
housing. The bill proposes to change the
language of the "search" rule in the student
handbook to more specifically define the
power of the Dean of Students off ice to
search a dorm room. The senate will vote
'
on the bill at this Sunaday' s meeting.
The bill requires that Associate· Deans
of Students request permission from Dean
J. Gregg Sanborn before initiating a search
of a student's room. Also, the ,scope of
reasons to search a room has been narrowed
from "appropriate circumstances" to
situations of "significant danger to a person
or the community." The bill also makes
the addition that "the associate Dean must
be specific regarding the objects of the
search.''
This addition to the search · rule may not
protect students against confiscation of
other illegal or s1:1bstances found in their

Hetzel

The involvement in drafting the bill,
and support for it's passage by the Dean
of Students office demonstrates ·a good faith
effort by Dean Sanborn to protect the right
to privacy of students in University housing.
However, the bill does not go as far as
to grant dorm residents the constitutional

To the Editor:
On Tuesday night, my dorm ,
Hetzel Hall, had a dorm dinner in
which some faculty members had
been invited to attend. This was
only the second time that faculty
members had been invited to attend
a dorm dinner. I was skeptical at
first, but as the dinner progressed,
it began to get quite enjoyable.
From this dinner, I learned that
it 1s quite easy to communicate with
i:he faculty . They are people too
even though we forget this sometimes. One professor shared the
same views and feelings about
· event,s occurring at the present time
on campus as some students . In
addition, I learned that the faculty
does not really know mµch about
the students or t he do r mitory
system. I feel that there is a need
for more interaction between students and the faculty. We need to
know more about them and they
need to know more about us. Each
side has valuable information that
can be and is helplful to know.
.I am glad that I was able ·t o
participate in this dorm dinner in
which faculty were invited to. I have
learned things about the faculty that
I did not know before. I would like
to thank the faculty members for
attending.

debate. Granted, if you choose to,
you can work to amend the commencement speaker selection process (so that when your speaker is
chosen, you will be satisfied), and
you are also more than welcome
to privately fume over the political,
moral, and administrative horrors
that have been inflicted on us, rhe
senior class. But right now, you have
yet to earn your graduation day and
it seems only right that you wait
your turn.
So, to the members of the senior
class that feel the need to protest,
I say: Do all you want! Meet with
President Haaland, write letters,
rally support, but do ir with full
knowledge that you do not represent1us all. This is your fight, nor
a .class fight. Work ro bring about
change or justice if you must, but
don't think we all support your
efforts because I, for one, do not.
Finally, if after all your pre May
23rd work, you are still so outraged
by Vice President Bush's visit, I
recommend, rather that turning
your backs during his speech, or
hanging banners, or wearing buttons, or whatever, that you protest
by nor attending graduation. That
will certainly make your point and
it will also preseve the right to a
well-deserved ceremony, free from
embarrassment for the rest of us.
,
Thank you,
Your fellow senior class member,

Emilia Kelemen

John Marshall

0

Bush/I

Bush/
To the Editor:
I would just like to say a few
things to anyone thinking of protesting Vice Pres ident George
Bush's graduation address.
To begine with, let me say that
if you a;e not currently a graduating
senior, you_do not, and sho~ld not
p retend t~,. ~~·v.e .a . st~ke ~'1?-

To the Editor:
It seems to me that some people
(Peter Speigal) who are doing a lot
of bellyaching about Vice-President
Bush speaking at commencement
ought to be using "my " instead of
"our" when expressing opinions.
I am a senior and Mr. Speigal does
~o~ spea~ fo~ ~ e._ ....

_t?~., -..·

rights guaranteed to regular citizens'.
Although items searched for must be
specified, the Dean of Students office may
still reserve the right to conf isca.te other
illegal substances or articles found in a dorm
room. By virtue of living in University
housing, a student abdicates some rights
provided in the constitution.
The bill proposed to the student senate
s_h ould be applauded for the atmosphere
of -coope.r ation between administration and
students from which it was concieved, and
for its intended purpose of limiting
intrusions on the privacy of University
residents. However, steps must also be taken
to address the issue ·of constitutional rights
of UNH students as American citizens.
Until this occurs, the work of the senate
and the Dean of Students office will not
be finished.

room. Deborah Lapin, the senator who ·
sponsored the bill, said items taken, such
as beer taken from minors, could come back
to haunt the University if they were ignored.
Lapin, chairperson of the senate's Judicial
Affairs Council, presented the bill for review
by the student s~nate and Dean Sanborn
at a meeting to be held this Sunday.
The judicial policy committee, comprised
of 3 student senators, 3 faculty members,
and under the direction of Associate Dean
of Students Daniel Garvey, carefully drafted
the changes to the search rule. According
to Lapin, the committee worked on the bill
.
most of this and last semester.

As I see it, George Bush is an
invited guest of the University, he
has accepted the invitation, and rhe
U niversiry community ought to
extend every hospiraliry ro a dignitary such as the Vice-President
of the United States.
Granted there may be some flaws
in the selection process and the fact
that I, as a senior, had no real input
into the decision of commencement
· speaker troubles me. This is an issue
which deserves further attention
and hopefuly we will see a change
in how future speakers are selected.
Since this year's speaker has already
been invited ·and has accepted, ir
is only right rhar we give him a
courteous welcome.
I am a republican and I support ..,
Bush . But in an attempt to be
objective, let's imagine rhat ir is
1980 and Walter Mondale is rhe
s_c heduled speaker. I do not agree
with Mondale.'s position on the
issues nor do I even find him a
likeable guy. However, I do respect
rhe fact rhar he is the Vice-President
of the United States and I would
be honored for him to speak at my
. graduation .
In conclusion, it is not Mr. Bush's
fault that he was invited to speak
and there is little doubt that the
New Hampshire exposure will help
his campaign. That does nor mean
he will use the occasion as Senator
Dole did in December as a forum
for purely political advice. George
Bush has great experience inspiring
graduates and this spring alone he
is delivering commencement addresses at a nunber of other institutions includog Boston College, '
Dillard Univ,ersity, St. Louis University, Navy, University of Texas
El Paso, and even Exeter High
School. Let's give Bush the courtesy
he deserves and take up any beef
, · we may have ab.out the selection
process with President Haaland.

Elizabeth B. Cote,
Editor in Chief elect

Letters to the editor should be
typed and signed and must in~
elude an address and_telephone
number for verification.
Address all mail to:The New Hampshire
Room 151,
MUB
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Universit Forum
Life·After the Big Mac

·By Maria Guerra

inajor was declared and my life began
eat all the cheeseburgers and frenchfries
"So what will it be?"
question. If she does r~member and
to revolve around this fast food theme.
"Oh, I'm not really sure ... how .'bout hears my standard reply, I am touched
I want for free." (When you' re small,
Well, I went ·into the· Liberal Arts
you ·haven't even thought about Big
English with a side of history and a . with her loving response: "Your
advisor's office and was greeted with :
Macs, yet.)
parents are _paying eleven hundred
large advisor to go."
"So you're here to discuss a major. What
"No problem. That comes to dollars a year to send you away to college
Don't get me wrong. I take my studies
one have you been thinking of?" I
very seriously and declaring a major
and you don't even know what you're
$40,000.00"
explained where my thought had
"Could I have some extra business going to be!?" "No Grandma, it's more
was, for me, a great concern. I just can't
wandered. I wanted something creative,
figure out what it all really means. One
admin.?"
like eleven thousand dollars a year and
clever, something that's going to be
figures an engineering major will most
"Sure. Have a nice day."
I don't know what I'm going to be."
varied within itself: advertising? I'm
likely be an engineer. Or a music major
When I declared my major, I felt as "Blessed Mary, Mother of God. What
just not sure. Blah, blah, plah, I went
will probably go into some aspect of
if the process moved kind of like a fast · a sin. In my _day ...blah, blah, blah."
on,' telling her I liked English a lot and ·
music. It's what major means to me
So I have a major; I basically know
food operation ... with the exception
how I figured it would give a "broad
and my future that is less obvious kind
that it had been the only thing at UNH my course of study. I've paid my tuition
foundation to work from." She said
of like a burnt fry in the box with the
that I didn't have to stand in line to and all other fees . I have stood in every
she .was impressed with my thinking
do. It almost even felt as good as eating line UNH has put in my path. Is it really
normal one'-. And I do know there are
and commented that I sounded like I
other burnt fries in the bottom of the
a Big Mac, large fries, and a va-nilla necessary that I have some idea of "what
was in ~ontrol of the situation despite
box with me.
shake - not thinking about the 3,000 I want t.O be?" It's not as easy as ·when
my lack of surety. (Then again, counYou' re probably wondering if somecalories that ' s included in the deal. you' re little and you say: "I want to
selors aren't allowed to shoot you
one slipped a hallucinogenic drug into
be a fireman," or "I want to be a nurse,"
There's always a catch.
down.)
I walked out of the Advising Center or "I want to work in a bank so I can
my vanilla shake; either that or what
"I would say you're doing the best
feeling like an official college student play with iots of money," or even "I
the heck happened in the Advising
thing for you. You'll be vety saleable
with direction and purpose in life. But
want to work in McDonal~'. s so I can
Centf - on the fateful day, when the
on the job market," the advisor conlike the Big Mac, there was a catch. OK,
tinued. Saleable. The word knocked
so I had added significance-to my college
me down for a minute. I never pictured
career· for the next two years; the catch
. myself using that adjective,but I die.
was what {comes after that. When this
envision myself entering the world witL
thought h'it me, I stopped dead in my
a BA in my hand and a price-tag hanging
. tracks - like the cholesterol .o f 800
from the end of my sleeve. Or I could
orders of fries had cemented my veins.
(.NO Pl(C8,t-i=.ft\)
be listed on the menu that's on the wall.
What does come after the Big Mac?
above the fryolators and the revolving
I was still as confused as I was before
\
apple pie warmers4ight under: "Big
I declared a major.
.
Mac $2.10."
I had given the whole thing about
/
"So. Do you want to go ahead and
a major a lot of thought. Especially after
\
/
declare an English major?" she asked,
started getting sick ot bei':1-g asked:
,
,-.. A
/
shaking (no pun intended) me from
So dear, what are you taking up a t ~ ~
·
_./
my vision. I replied "yes" with a little
college?" I'd then have to reply with
·~,.,,
surprise, I guess I expected and wanted
an intelligent seriousne~s: "Well, right
,
' x·~- ,
,.
\ )
to hear some sympathy or more
now I'm exploring all the options UNH
encouragement, telling me that I was
has to offer. I haven't decided what.
,i
11
_making the right choice and guaranarea I'll concentrate in, yet." After that
\
. teeing that I would athieve s_ome
"deep down I really have no clue but
success. But I was confident and
I'm not going to let you know that"
,- certainly a litle relieved. ·
.
answer, you would think I'd gain a little ~ A
"Good. Sign here, fill out this part
bit of respect, for my eloquence at least. __1:_.-1
there, bring this file thefe, bring that
But more often than not, I got shot •
there. You're all set. Have a nice day."
down. For example, by the older people
It was like a fast food operation. She
I work with during the summer and
\· ~ handed me my "order" and she wasn't
over break: "Well, that sounds like a
~ e_v:n wearing the brov:'n polyester
smart route. Might as well have all your
· urnform and the matching cap, garfun now before you get into the hard
nished with the bright yellow "M."
work." That's when I nod my head and
I don't know where the roads beyond
flash my "you think qrinking 18 cups
the Golden Arches of UNH will take
.of caffeine and staying np all night to
me, nor do I really know where I hope
study has been fun?" smile with my
· they will take me. But if I did work in
upper and lower teeth slowly becoming
McDonald's, I could eat all the Big Macs
fused together from being gritted so
I wanted for free. Right?
· much. And then there's always Grandma, who, if you catch her at a good time,
Maria Guerra is·a sophmore
will forget that she even asked the

I
ffir
l
,

!.

Looking on the bright side

Here I sit, pen in hand, 31 days from graduation
(yes, I'm counting) and I feel a compelling- urge
to reflect on my four _years here at the University
of N.H. (No, the 'N.H.' does not stand for 'No
Hope'). Things here at U.N .H . are not as bad as
a lot of people make them out to be.
The one thing that I need to get off my chest
before leaving this bastion of higher education is
that the amount of complaining, or shall I say,· "the
expression of one's opinion in a negative manner,"
that goes on here, about almost every conceivable
issue, is a bit ridiculous. I be live everyone has the
ri-ght to and should express their opinion. I
commend those people who do, and encourage those
who don't to do so (in case you haven ' t already
guessed I'm a political science major). But don 't
you think things are a little out of hand around
here?
One institution that seei:ns to be a focus of many
barbs is Hood House. I often hear "don't go there
or you'll only get worse," or "I don't trust those
people at Health Services," to cite a couple of
examples . In four years of going to Hood House,
for everything from the February cold to having
to get knee surgery, I have been more than delighted
with the care I have received. In fact one doctor
at Hood House discovered a heart condition a friend
/ .,.. -.~f. rn !9,~ cha,cl ~ !19 _
(}_
~~:is1,t_Q, 9.~yt; ~~ ~r,ertf1 w i_t?
1

By James H; Dickinson

J

surgery. W tthout that ~peratton sh~ may have died.
academic and real life eduq1tions and experiences ·
So_get off th~ doctors an~ nur~es _backs, they are
to make decisions that, if left up to the students,
clomg a great JO~, and they ~e domg 1t ~or you. .
would result in pure·chaos.
Now somethmg else, let~ say par_kmg. Everyone
Point in fact, the decision of inviting George
~~o has a, car has de~lt ~•th parkrng ~nd knows
Bush to· speak at graduation. If it had been left up
1t 1s a problem. But thmk if you were_gomg to B.~.
to ,us (the seniors, it's our party, right?) the decision
o~ Northeastern. Have you ever tr1e~ to park 1;.1
simply would not have been made. So the adminthose areas of Boston? A~ B.U. you simply cant
istration made the decis-ion to invite the vice
and at N.U. you real~y don t want t<? leave your car
president. Sure it was a political decision, don't
for _more th~n ten mrnutes_ because it, or some part
be so naive. Everything, to one degree or another
of 1_t, may d1sappe~r. S? g~ve me a break (I kn<?~•
is political. Sure Bush is doing it because he is running
which arm) . _Parkrng 1sn t really a problem,_ 1t s
for president in '88 . But he isn't going to turn it
more of a nmsance. Sure you have to have a little
into. a campaign speech, he's smarter than that,
patience to ~eal with _it, and you may ~n~ u~ walking
I hope. So let the administration do what they do
300 yards rn th_e ram to class, but 1t 1sn t as bad
best, make decisions_in what they believe is best
as p~ople make it out to·be.
for U.N.H.
Frnally, now that I have offended most of yo~,
In closing I would like to leave you with two
I might as well, alienate the rest: on to the
thoughts. First, U.N.H . is a great place to spend
administratio~. What is the _administration? ~o
your college career, try to keep it that way, or make
we re_ally need 1t? What does .1t do for us? All valid
it even better! Second, what I've said about Hood
questto~s often a_sked around Durham. The answ~r
House, parking, and the administration are only
to the first one _is fou~d_on page 57 of _
W eb{ter s
a few ex_a mples of what is being complained about.
9th New Collegiat_e Dicti~mary, g? l?ok •~ up . Y<?u
Others include R.O.T.C., Public Safety, dining hall
know where the l1?rary _1s, the d1ct10nanes are rn
food (sorry, that one's legitimate), a~d the list goes
the referenc~ s~ct10,n, f 1rst floor. The answer to
on. But please remember this, what I've said about
number two 1s yes, because of what they do for
the above instituti.o ns, "nobody asked, it's jus-t my
us which leads nicely into the third question. They , opin,ion."
are" ~· _g r_o u P, 0 f ~-~ q ' ~~~ :, ~,0~~~ n. :'.~?,. ~~~ -. t_h_~i r.-.. Ir-,- ,J"""_,-'lfl-'1_-e.s_R_
" ,-:- D-_-ic.-k-in_s_o_n_.,-5.-a--s-en_u,_'J_r_h_b_er._:a_!-~r-,~-~-l:1-~-jo-~--- - -__-' ~ • ' . -
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The ·New-1987 Models Of
Our Best Selling Systems.
Bigger. Better. And Now At
Great Introducto ry Prices!
For years· the Kenwood "Spectrum" series highperformance rack systems have been our bestsellers -- because they deliver more power, more
features .and more performance for the money. And
the new series of '87 is even better. They all feature
dual cassette decks and stunning new light-finish
cabinetry. Most feature preamps and high-output
power amps. All of them are available with CD player
(optional on Spectrum 36). And many corhe with a
"unified" remote that controls the whole system
plus Kenwood video components. Don't miss out
on our special introductory prices!

Prices Good Until May -10th
Spectrum 664 System: direct-drive linear-tracking automatic
turntabl~; 125 w /ch power amp; preamp with video switching
and 7-band equalizer; quartz -synthesized digital tuner;
dual cassette deck with Dolby NR; high performance programmable compact disc player; floor-standing 4-way column
speakers; cabinet in simulated blond
teak; wireless remote that controls
entire system.

$

1,o 9 9

Spectrum 36 System: semi-automatic turntable with low-mass
tonearm; 100 w/ch integrated amp with 7-band graphic equalizer and LED power meters; quartz-synthesized digital tuner;
dual cassette deck with Dolby·NR; 3-way floor-standing
speakers in simulated blond teak; matching
audio cabinet with wood top.

$

6 49

26-lnch Monitor TV: Professional-quality high
resolution color TV monitor with flat-square tube
for increased picture linearity. Includes MTS stereo
decoder, multiple inputs &
outputs, wireless remote .

s79 9

SRC-5 Monitor Stand: Also
holds VCR, tapes. Reg. $99

. ... ... $39.95

Series 7 "Midi-System": Terrific new compact, high-performance ·
components that interact (via computer and wireless remote)
in amazing ways. Includes linear-tracking turntable; digital tuner;
50 w / ch amp; 9-band equalizer; dual cassette deck (will record
2 tapes at once) with Dolby B&C;
CD player; 3-way speakers; fullsystem remote. ,

Spectrum 56 System: semi-automatic turntable; 125 w / ch
power amp; preamp with 7-band equalizer; quartz-synthesized
tuner· dual cassette deck with Dolby NR; programmable
compact disc player with 3-beam pickup; 3-way floor-standing
speakers in simulated bl?nd teak; matching
audio cabinet with wood top, glass door.

$

849

I

1986 Model Close-Out!
We just made a special purchase of last year's top-of-the-line
Spectrum 85 System. Quantities
are limited. Sold in '86 for $1,599.
Preamp with 7-band equalizer;
1SO w/ch. power amp; digital
tuner; dual auto-reverse cassette
deck; CD player, linear tracking
turntable; 4-way column speakers;
cabinet; full-system remote.

$1,199

.11
At part1cipat1ng Tweeter stores
Not responsible for typographical errors

NASHUA
520 Amherst St. 880-7300

MANCHESTER
Mall of NH 627-4600
l

I

NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall 4.31-9700
SOUTH NASHUA
Pheasant
Lane Mall 888-7900
..
,

_j .
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What Don't Men Tell Women?
By Jim Carroll
What Men Don't Tell Wom en is the name of a popular· book
by humorist Roy Blount Jr. The
UNH theater department direcror David Magidson in
particular - has adapted this
book t0 the stage and will
premier the play What Men
Don't Tell Women at 8 P,M. on
Tuesday, April 28 in the Johnson theater of the Paul Creative
Arts Center.
Magidson considers this production to be a " 'Peace. Corpslike' contribution tO the civilization of North America and·
its new-old sexual role customs."
By causing people tO laugh at
men and their childish secrets
and fraternities, Magidson
hopes t0 help the audience
lighten up on a subject that is
taken all too seriously.
Blount originaily w~ote his

book as a response to a women's
magazine chat asked if there
were, in fact, things that men
don't tell women. Blounc's produce served to make the dull and
commonplace humorous, and
Magidson has ta.ken the same
and adapted it tO the sta·g e,
coming up with a piece of
cheater that is original, though
borrowed.
What Men Don't Tell W omen will run from April 28
through May 2. There will be
two matinees: April 29 at 2 P.M.
and May 2 at 4 P.M. Tickets are
available at the MUB ticket
off ice and at the door.
If one wonders what men
don't cell women, see Magidson' splay and decide for yourself
if men's secrets are really that
secret. The play promises to be
humorous and original.

Do these men tell women?-Find out next week at The Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center. (Theater Department photo)

Sylvian~ Gone To Eart/JJ
Hoodoos Blow Their -Cool

Earth is a prime choice.
David Sylvian
The record blends internaGone To Earth
tional 'influences by way of
Virgin Records
subtle and substantial textures.
By Arthur Lizie
The rich and vibrant mesh of
Gone To Earth, the latest disc melodies and rhythms both
from ex-Japan member David relaxes, almost to the point of
Sylvian, is new age music for hypnotizing, and stimulates, by
people with less prejudiced virtue of creative composing.
musical tastes, not to mention To put it in simple terms, it's
ones who have out of the ordi- a nice record co listen to.
nary haircuts. It's not rough, it
Oftentimes, Sylvian is not
doesn't beat the listener over even the star of the disc, that
the head, but it's close enough role at times being relegated to
to the cutting edge to be worth various celebrity guests such as
a listen. This stuff will be the the inimitable guru of modern
muzak of the age when John pop Robert Fripp, saxman exLydon and Joe Strummer are traordi.naire Mel Collins and
collecting their pensions. It will handyman Bill Nelson, ex- of
get accepted, it wt'll just take ,Be Bop Deluxe. Sylvian never
suffers from his slips into the
some time.
All of this is not to say that background though, .always·keep-the music spread out over the ing a relatively tight rein on the
expansive two record set is bad proceedings.
or boring. On the contrary, it
Although the record should
is quite good and stimulating- be taken more as a whole piece
... when listened to in the right of art rather than ripped up into
· frame of mind. The last state- individual snippets, there are
ment is the key here. If you want some definite highlights: "Takto get psyched up for a party or . ing The Veil/' and the title track,
a big date, this is not the record both weaving the repetitive
to .choose. On the other hand, hypnotic forces of Fripp's fripif you want 'co get down to some pertronics in · their delicate
serious studying with some
progressive music that will both SYLVIAN, page 16
relax and .stimulate, Gone to

Hoodoo Gurus
Blow Your Cool
Elektra Records
By Arthur Lizie
Fun. After all is said and done,
that's the botrom line on the ,
Hoodoo ·Gurus. It's not that they
don't care about anything else,
it's just tha·t they've always
thought that fun is important.
It's no different on their latest
album release, the humorously
attractive Blow Your Cool. They
may be simple, but they pack
a lot of punch within their
seemingly shallow exterior. Add
a pinch of fun, a solid beat, some
wailing guitars, and some alluring pop melodies and you've
got the main ingredients for a
Hoodoo Guru. ·
As c;ould be expected, the
Australian quartet forge no new
ground here, originality never
being their forte. They are lucky
co have the talent to be able to
reshuffle old themes in the right
ways. You've been grabbed by
the bright melodies, pounding ·
rhythms and blaring guitars
·before, but they're still fun.
Listening to the Gurus is like
going to the beach on a sunny
day: You don't expect anything
new, but you know you'll have
fun and leave with a smile on
your face .
The band consists of head
member David Faulkner, singer,
writer, and general visionary
for the group, Brad Sheppard
the hook concious guitarist, and
the steady rhythm-section of
bassist Clyde Bramley and
drummer :tJark Kingsmill. The
band co-produced che~disc with

Mark Opitz.
Middle Of The Land." The
Although they are a very tight former features a bouncy punch
and cohesive unit on record, this of patented Gurus pop, as typ- ·
time they have brought in some ified in their hit "I Want You
outside help to spice up the sing- Back," while the latter plunges
a-long feel .Qf some of their straight from the best of the
tunes . Both The Bangles, with · sixties garage rock. If people
whom they traversed the US last are not caught singing along
year, and The Dream Syndicate with their car radios when these
contribute their worthy vocal tunes are on, then the decline
chords to the cause.
of Western Civilization is inBy some miracle of modern deed .complete.
technology, there is not a bad
Other tunes that make a
tune on the disc, the usual filler d1fference include the s_ingle
totally absent. The two songs
which-stand out the most are -_ I_-IOODOOS, page 16
"What's My Scene" and -"fo The
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'Wire Train On The Right
Track

\Vire Train
Ten Women
Columbia Records
By Jim Sullivan
Wire Train breaks through
with their latest release Ten
Women. The album consists of
some smart and tasteful music
peeking out from the -~rtsy
underground into the mainstream; vivid poetics backed ·by
good sturdy musicianship.
The most accessible track on
the album should prove to be
"She Comes On" due to the easy
beat that keeps you moving. The
first track, it sets the mood for
what's to come - songs that
are neat, tidy, and memorable.
Wire Train has a good sense
of melody, and they write the
type of song that sticks with the

1istene1 after a tew go-rounds.
"Take Me Back" is a prime
example. Unfortunately the
band doesn't credit the anonymous keyboardist whose fills add
to the tune's success.
Without whining, many of
the lyrics are subtly defeatist,
and "Diving" is easily the most
pensive. Softly wandering at
first, the song builds into a
heartfelt lament for Marie: "Her
precious bones lay like the coral
sea/In visions of her broken
memories/The hallways and
hotel just stare and breathe."
"Breakwater Days" may be
the album's best, Kevin Hunter
singing its skewed lyrics with
true charisma and getting his
bandmates' help on the chorus
"aaahs." As with the rest of the
record, the chord progression

is designed simply and stylishly
in order to hook the listener.
Pretty ringing guitar a la
mellow Peter Buck bring a fluid
texture to "She's Got You."
"Mercy Mercy" features crisp
bass provided by Anders Rundblad as well as repetitive guitar
notes that create a feeling of
paranoia.
The artistic imagery of Wire
Train's work is a welcome
diversion from contemporary
music's straightforward slogans.
Take, for example, these lines
from "She's a Very Pretty
Thing:"
Her phantom glory is fading,
She melts from the friscoes to
floor,
The bread in a vault he's been
saving,
The wine he licks from the floor.
Here the message is not
mapped; the band asks for a bit
of thoughtful interpretation.
And it's tough to resist the
hand-clapping "Certainly No
One," complete with the moving lovers' line, "Time only
waits for no one/ And you are
certainly not no one."
Wire Train has developed a
flair for compiling all the best
elements of the three minute
song without succumbing to a
generic sound. Smooth and
simplistic, Ten Women strengthens its appeal with each listen.

Tired of your old re~o~d collection?

bout

Rea d a . g ban ds
& corr11n

up

The
New Hampshire
in

Remember-May 9 behind

the Field House-The Fools,
Farrenheit, and New ManFree.

-SYLVIAN(continued from page 15)
fabrics, the lavish and tender
overtones of "Wave," and the
beautiful "Where The Railroad
Meets The Sea."
David Sylvian's Gone To
Earth might not be widely
received in 1987, but some day,
it will make a difference. Someday, people will grow tired of
the stifling boredom of muzak
and will turn to headier and
more aestheticly pleasing works
such as this. It's available now
though.

-HOODOOS(continued from page 15)
"Good Times," featuring The
aforementioned Bangles, although it does tend to be a bit
too silly, "I Was The One/'
which features a killer sax riff,
"Out That Door," urgent neocool rock at its best, and "My
Caravan," a tune with humorous
psychedelic/ eastern overtones.
In the end, as it was in the
beginning, at least the alpha and
omega of this article, The Hoodoo Gurus are good old fashioned fun. Nothing too deep to
bend the cranial cavities, no
expoundings on new or extraordinary philosophies or politics,
just a bunch of good music. Blow
Your Cool indeed.
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carnival at UNH
- This weeken d!
carnival rides, games, music, enterta inment
Benefit ·Auctio n Saturd ay,
April 25 - 3:00 p.m.
Snivel y Arena P'1:_rking Lot
April 23, 24, .2-S, & 26
Saturday 1-11 p.m.
Thursday 5-11 p.m.
Sunday 1-7 p.m.
Friday 4-11 p.m. ,
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- C.HECKS<continued from page 1)

MOTHER -GOOSE & .GRIMM

·by Mike Peters
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If the student has deposited
enough in his/her account since
the check is returned, and unless
the check is marked "do not
redeposit," Gangwer allows the ,
student to put it through a
second time.
"We ' re very lenient,''
Gangwer says.
Some downtown merchants
consider the problem to be
unfortunate.
. "Not all kids are bad," Andrews says. "Ten ruin it for a
hundred."

--RAPE-<continued from page 3)

by 'B erke -B reathed
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by Jeff MacNel/y
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it,' ' Chesney said. "Men are
taught sex is an 'adventurous '
right."
"Who were your heroes when
you were 10 years old?" Chesney
asked the men in the audience.
"They probably were super
heroes, who were alone, not in
relationships," he said. Chesney
believed idolizing these super
heroes led men to. alienation
which could start a trend towards rape.
Jan Harrow, head of the panel
and coordinator of the Women's
Commission, defined the term
"rape" as "a cr1me of violence
and not a crime of sex. There
is nothing mutual about rape,".
she said.
Harrow said the forum did
not arise from cases that have
happened on campus, but more
because of the growing number
of cases in our society. "The nice
thing about this forum is that
men are here and they can take
part and look at the'ir situations," she said.
Phil Bocko, who attended the
event, said he had a problem
with the crime of rape being
explained as the end of a continuum. "I can't buy the argument that a male having a
Playboy or SDSU calendar is
- going to result in someone
getting raped,'' Bocko said .
"Rape, I think, like any other
crime, is a result of a moral or
even psychological defect."
Maryann Santos, another
audience member, thought it
was encouraging to see male
participation. 'Those men who
did participate should be commended for placing themselves
·in a position where they had to
receive hostility from the audience," she said. "Unfortunately, there were many representatives.from the fraternities who
did not see~ concerned with the
subject being discussed."
Harrow said she was happy
with the turnout. There are
plans in the future for more
forums similar to this one.

l~m,_

BOSTON starting at

LUXEMBURG
LONDON
ST. THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
AMSTERDAM
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

$358 '

428
269
710

279
418
464
764

Also, EIIBAIL PASSES, INT'L

STUDENT ID, WOBI/STUDY
ABBOAD, AYB CABDS, LOW
DOMESTIC FABES and morel CALL for
FBEE Student Travel Catalog!
(617) Z66-19Z6

COUNCIL TRAVEL
BOSTON
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Dover, 2 bedroom apartment, off street
parking, walk to town and Kari-van line .
$500/mo., hot water included. 749-0743

For rent: 1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom
apartment in Dµrham. $315/mo for 1
person or $21 Olmo for 2 people. Rent
includes heat, large living room, full sized
kitchen and bath and porch. Lots of sun,
in quiet location . Neat, studious, female,
non-smokers preferred. Call 868 -9854,
ask for Laura or stop by Sawyer 224

SUMMER SUBLET: Old Landing road . Apt.,
Durham. FURNISHED! 3 or 4 people - fair
rent. ~vailable June 1-Aug. 30. Call 8686023.

Summer sublet on Main Street. One space
avallable for a female. Great house,
washing mJchine, big front yard, $165/mo.
everything included. Call 868-1871 eves.

House in Durham . 3 spaces available for
next semester (ma le/female) . Call Mike
or Steve 868-7480.

Bedroom in spacious Durham house for
summer. Large kitchen, living room, porch.
Big lawn. Great people . Cheap price
Negotiable. Call Jim 868-2173

Summer sublet on Main Street. One space
available for a female. Great house,
washing machine, big front yard, $165/mo.
everything included. Call 868-1871 eves.
Summer sublet in Durham: Apt. for 4 (mostly
furnished) at Davis Court (Madbury Rd.),
2 double bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
study and bath. $220/person/month .(negotiable!) lnclu des heat/hot water. Open
1
for June, July and August. Call Cheryl at
868-5350
,
HELP! We are looking for a 4 bedroom
house to rent beginning June 1 or Aug. 31
either in the Durham or Dover area. Please
give us a call if you are leaving and not
returning next year. Noreen, Keith, Tony,
and Catherine at 862-4426.
Summer sublet on Main Street. One space
available for a female . Great house,
washing machine, big front yard, $165/mo.
everything included. Call 868-1871 eves.
Subletters: Are you planning to spend a
funfilled summer in Durham? We have the
place for you! Spacious singles, and a
double available, in a roomy house at Davis
Courts . Call Stephanie at 868-1433 -for
mcire info.
Beautiful newly renovated house in Dover.
Large kitchen dining room , living room,
four bedrooms. $185/month/person plus
utilities. Available June 1. f:iardwood floors,
bay windows, on Kari-Van route. Call Sarah
at 524-9698 .evenings.
Summer sublet on Main Street. One space
available for a female. Great house,
washing machine, big front yard, $165/mo.
everything included . Call 868-1871 eves.
Sublet for. the summer in Durham. Space
for 4. Parking, washer and dryer. $500 per
person. Utilities include_d. Call 868-6035
Dover-Summer sublet June 1-Aug 29,
duplex-4 bedrooms, $100 per person per
month. Great value! Call Mike or John,
Room 236, 862-4091
Durham Summer Sublet: 1 /2 mile from
campus 1 large bedroom in 5 bedroom
house. $150-200 per month. Call 868-9791
Theresa.
SUMMER SUBLET available in Durham!
Partly furnished, newly renovated loft
"included, and there's room for four people.
Rent is negotiable, put your bid now!! Call
Deb, Carrie, or Jayne at 868-6069

THE FAR SIDE

Sub letters needed, June ·1-late August ,
2 or 3 females, 2 bedroom, beautiful apt.
Woodman Rd. Emily, Sue or Laura at 8624343 or 868-9850
Dover 4 bedrooms, living room kitchen,
den, centrally located near Kari-van Route.
$740 a month includes all utilities. Lease
required . Call .742-7908 between 7-9 p.m.
Roommate Needed-Beautiful condomi nium in Newmarket, Kari-van, w/w, swimming, tennis, priyate deck, washer/ dryer,
female non-smoker, Pets neg. Call Jean
862-4407
Summer room available. Nice, furnished,
utilities included, easy rent. Available June
1~Aug. 31 or July 1-Aug. 31 Call 868-3902
evenings after 9:00 p.m.
Summer sublet on Main Street. One space
available for a female. Great house,
washing machine, big front yard, $165/mo.
everything included. Call 868-1871 eves.
HELP WANTED
Life Science Majors: I am presently recruiting volunteers to aid me in conducting
ecological fieldwork with salamanders.
You may be eligible to receive collect credit
for this experience . Contact Marc T. in
Room 213 Spaulding Life Science building,
or call 868-3085 evenings.
People to mow lawns with our machinery
or yours . Start immediately thru end of
semester or thru September. Transportation supplied from Durham to job site.
$5-$7 per hour. Call 659-5146.
Camp Counselors: The joys and challenges
of molding the lives of young children in
a positive way. Help nurture 'a child's selfesteem while experiencing personal selfgrowth . For more information call Child
and Family Services of N.H., Concord N.H.}
·224-7479. Ask about Camp Spaulding,
serving chilq_ren si_nce 1941 .
Earn $250/wk. this summer. Be a persona l
-care attendant. No experience necessary.
Meals included . Duties are: Van Driving,
Beaching, funning and personal care
(Yuck!) Call Dan 692-4764 evenings_
Summer work study: Child care positions,
available starting in June working with
children a·ges 1 -6. Salary range $4 .50$5:oo per hour. 25-35 hours per week. For
information/application, call Little People's
Center 868-5412

By GARY LARSON

Enthusiastic? Bright? Come join our team
selling top of the line crystal and china
Waterford Crystal, Kittery Outlet Center.
207 -439-6558

1975 Volkswagon Bus, great running
condition, good for camping or carrying
loads . 89,000 miles. $600 or best offer.
679-5642 nrghts and weekends

Need Money? $4 .17 /hr., excellent location/very flexible hours, At Philbrook Dining
Hall-NOW Hiring , Call 862-1890 Julia ·or
Steve.

Tires-F irestone all-weather steel belted
radials. P195/75 R14. Good condition $40
for 4. 868-5567

u

.

~

SERVICES
Political Jobs-Join the Leaque of Conservation Voters in our efforts to enact national
acid rai_n legislation, reduce household
toxics . Nation's largest environmental
political committee needs qualified, committed people to fundraise and organize.
Help elect environmental leaders to federal
and state offices. Summer and permanent,
· full-time. Training, benefits, advancement.
$160-$400/week. M-F 1:30-10:30 p.m. Call
430-8312; LCV, 48 Congress Street,
Portsmouth, N.H.

Summer Opportunity-Fine residential camp
for girls in Vermont seeking women counselors/ instructors/ Mid-June throgh Mid 1980 Dodge colt wagon (large) by MitsuAugust. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, ri<:ling,
bishi; automatic; 2.6L engine; air; roof rack;
canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics ,
no rust. $1950 or best offer. 868-5122
arts & crafts, field sports, tripping instructors.
For sale-Condos, 1' and 2 bedroom, minutes
Non -smokers, good character and love
from campus in Dover. A young adult
of children. Call Lochearn Camp 0 (802)· community units almost new. Call Century
333-4211
21 Hennessey, downtown Portsmouth 43rEarn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred cir2121. Make next falls rent/board an
culars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home
investment that will pay you back! $50,000
and participate in our Company project
to $82,900
mailing Circulars and assembling materials.
1982 Nis§an Sentra, 2 dr. coupe, sunroof,
Send stamped self addressed envelope
am/fm cassette stereo, 40 mpg, 5 speed,
to JBK Mailcmpmany, PO BOX 25, Castaic,
$1950 evenings, 868-1811
California, 9131 o
1980 Red Ford M_ustang, in good shape, .
Need strong, handy, mechanical male for
asking $2000 or best offer. Call 659-7369 ·
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time,
1979
Cutlass stationwagon, .exceflent
starting anytime. Call 436-8500 days-Kristi
condition . Very reliable $500, call Rob at
Great summr jobs! at popular~oys sumemr
868-7253
camp on Lake Winnipesaukee. Write: Camp
1977 Mercury Marquis, aJr cond, new tires,
DeWitt, Bos 2106, Wolfeboro, N.H 03894,
very reliable, $150. Call Joe at 868-7253
or call 569-2681
·

Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
If you are forced to have sex, are sexually
assault~d. or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trained to help
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR
Carpentry, painting, herrie improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.

1979 Datsun 51 0 wagon, am/fm, hitch,
very good condition inside and out, $1,195
or best offer. Call 868-7177

Summer camp counselor positions in
Manchester N.H. Work Study preferred .
Contact Fra,nk M.; Pine Island 4-H Center;
2049 Brown Ave, Manchester, N.H. 03103
Tel. 627 -5637

Adoption: We're a loving happily married
couple, academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newborn.
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942

1976 Chevy Malibu Classic Wagon, good
condition, air cond, on top carrier, trailer
hitch, $750 or best offer, 742-6126

Work Study Jobs available. Assist in
research projects concerning Greenland
and Antarctic snow and ice. Good pay. No
experience necessary. Contact Dr. M.J.
· Spencer, Room 343 Science and Engineering Research Building, 862-3157

"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy and
sell. Wed . thru Sat. 10-6 Wiswall Rd.,
Durham (off Packers Falls Rd.) 659-5106

1977 VW Rabbit, 4 speed, new tires,
exhaust, battery, shocks and more, Inspected, $495 or best offer. Call 868-2854
evenings.

Top dollar paid for your textbooks!! Sell
your books at the \JNH Bookstore after your
exams and enter our drawing for a memberships at the Franklin Fitness Center.
Buyback week - May 18-22. .

Just in time for summer! '72 MGB convertible for sale. Rebuilt eng: 1OK miles. Runs .
great. Orange body, white top. Some
bodywork needed-parts on hand.
$2500/best offer. 964-7255 days, 7429903 eves.

Need mature, warm person with knowledge
of child development to care for infant and
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for
very reasonable rent in separate apartment.
Needed Tues, Wed. Thurs., 7:30-4 p.m.
beginning Fall. Call 749-9224

Safe-Rides is a free and ,confidential
service for UNH students that are intoxicated and should not be driving. Friday
and Saturday, 10 p.m.-2 a.m. CALL 8621414

'78 Fiat Spider Convertible for sale. Black,
5 speed, needs new top. Asking $1200 or
best offer. Call Keith at 862-4427.

Join Safe-Rides! We need Drivers, come
to the DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE
Monday and Tuesday April 27 & 28 from
5-9:00 p.m., at the Elliot Alumni Center;
near Sni~ely Arena.

Have you or a friend ever driven or been
driven to ~ party or bar and been too
intoxicated to drive home? If yes, next time
call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414. We operate
Fridays and Saturdays between 10 p.m.
to2a.m.

Mercury Lynx '82, must sell, moving·excellent condition, white, no rust, am/fm
panasonic cassette ra'Bio, 4 speed, $2300
or best offer. Janice 749-2947

Educational Talent.Search, an on-campus
program helping disadvantaged students
with collge plans, has two su·mmer WORKSTUDY positions open. Job involves office
responsibilities including contacting col leges and students. May 25, 1987-June
26, 1987, 40/hours per week. $5.00 hour.
Contact C. Julian at 862-1562

TEAC V-3 stereo cassette deck for saledolby noise reduciton , metal capacity, 4
track system for great sound . Call John
868-3610
.

Financial Aid: Sources located for fresh men/ sophomores by computer. Reasonable rates. Money back guarantee. Aca- ,
demic Fundsearch, PO Box K, Plymouth;
N.H. 03264

1981 Plymouth Horizon-4 door hatchback,
standard, very good condition, $1,100 or
best offer, 868-1535 evenings.

Growning, innovative gymnastics center
in southern Maine seeks experienced
co·ach for established u:s.G.F. team . Year
round, fulltime position with room to grow.
Resume by May 30 to KGC, 41 Main St.,
Kennebunk, ME 04043

Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated
driver? Call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414, Friday
and Saturday, 10 p.m.-2 a.m.

For Sale:Yamaha Pro Keyboard-Model
YPR1. $225. Call evenings 654-2380.

Support Groups for Women Who Have
Been Abused (assault, sexual assault, date
rape, incest, battering, attempted rape,
stranger rape), Tuesdays all semester,
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing,
Schofield House, for more information call
3698 and ask for Dani.

1984 NISSAN .STANZA, 5 spd., 4 door,
56,000 miles, pl ush upholstered seats,
power windows, power locks, tilt steering;
am/fm stereo-cassette w/Dolby ; rear
defrost. LOTS of extras- in almost perfect
condition!! Absolutely NO motor trouble;
front wheel drive; just inspected. $6000.00
(or best offer) Call 659-5933, after 7 p.m.

Attention summer jobs-May to September
at the UNH Dairy Bar. Flexible hours, ideal
for students taking summer courses. Some
weekends required . Pleasant working
atmosphere, we will train you. Call or apply
to D. Glennon, Mgr., Tel. 862-1006, after
1:30 p.m. Waitpeople, cooks and general
workers needed. Apply now, don't wait

Friends don't let friends drink and drive.
.SAFE-RIDES, Friday and Saturday, 10 p.m.. 2 a.m.

return Mountain Bike or Die!

Happy Birthday
Red Bobster ! !
Have· another beer!

Summer House swap. Wanted for 4-8
, weeks this summer. Condo with pool
offered in exchange for anything. Please
write (inc lude name and phone number)
to Ms. Hartogensis, 1331 Park Ave SW,
Albuquerque, NM 87102

:••❖~·•···•

Free to Good Home: Excellent dog, born
last April on Star Island. My family just
doesn't have time for me, but I am sweet
tempered and in good health. I've had all
shots and my 10,000 mile checkup. Call
Jennifer, ext. 3182 for more info,.

1981 Datsun 200SX, PS/PB, sunroof, 5speed, new tires, excellent condition,
$2,500. Ca.II Mark 862-4459

Join Safe-Rides! We need Drivers, come
to the DEFENSIVE DRIVING _COURSE
Monc;lay and Tuesday April 27 & 28 from
5-9:00 p.m., at the Elliot Alumni Center;
near Snively Arena.

•• :•.::..
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the pit

Mother's helper/ housekeeper who enjoys
& understands small children . Isolated,
· beautiful mountain s~tting, ideal for artist,
skier, outdoorsperson. Write: The McVicars,
Peacefield, Wonalancet, N.H. 03897 or call .,
.................................. ..~ .
323-7302 . .
.
~

~

Join Safe-Rides! We need Drivers, come
to the DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE
Monday and Tuesday April 27 & 28 from ~
5-9:00 p.m ., at the Elliot Alumni Center: ~
, nea~ Snively Arena .
. ._ ~
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How Doin, Pal?.
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Must sell: Plane ticket from Boston to Los ~
Angeles Saturday, May 23 $150.00 negot- ~ -
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GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!!l!Next Thursday!!!tickets $4 students.

Contraceptive Services-Confidential, high
quality care by trained and se·nsitive staff
sliding fees for exams, suppli_es and birth
control pills. Call for app0intment. The
Clinic, DoverJ 49-2346, Rochester 3324249

Safe Rides offers confident ial transportation for those who choose not to drive
under the influence, or choose not to ride
with those who are under the influence
of alcohol or drugs. Call us Friday and
Saturday nights from 10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
862-1414

Professors/Students: Too busy for typing?
Call 332-WORD for your w9rd processing
needs. Accurate, fast service at fair prices.

Recreation Staff for North Hampton
Summer Program being hired: July 6th to
August 14th, weekday mornings, approx.
· 22 hours/week, Director: $160/mo. -Asst.
DirecJor: $135/week. 3 Aides, min imum
age 1'6: $90/week. Resume and 2 references by May 4 to North Hampton Town
Office, Atlantic Avenue, North Hampton,
NH 03862.

Guitar Instruction-Study with a ,G.I.T. grad.
Technique, Improvisational concepts.
harmony & theory, or training . All levels .
Call NOW 659-7 442
How would you like to sing with the NH
Notables? Come t0 the informati onal
meeting on Sunday April 26, 7:30 PCAC,
Rin M223.

lrs not too late to end this semester the
right way. TASk is for everybody. TASk has
a space for you . T ASk, 21 Madbury Rd.
862-3698

"The Shining" tomorrow night in the Mub.
Showings at 10 & 12 midnight. $2 stuelent
admission.
The NH Notalbes!! Spring Concert
Saturday-April 25, Strafford Rm. MUB, 7:30,
Tickets At MUB-T~ket office.

Do.n '.t miss Brad Wright. Next Thursday
in the MUBPUB a mellow night of music.

Don't miss Brad Wright. Next Thursday
in the .MUBPub. A mellow night of music.

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!!!!Next Thursday!!!tickets $4 students.

..............•..........................•...........................

Laura

Forever ·

Bill
l

···········~·························..

i

Audition information meeting-The NH
Notables Sunday April 26 7:30 Rm M223
PCAC

Darryl and Sull, Congrats again to my two
favorite Ex-Beta pledges! Love ya both,
Tina

Don't miss Brad Wright. Next Tharsday
in the Mub Pub. A mellow night of music.

Yes Carey, I shall love you forever: How
did I ever get so lucky? I'll be your always.
ILY Louise.

"The Shining" tomorrow night in the Mub ..
Showings at 10 & 12 midnight. $2 student ·
admission.

A.C.D.JR-please say that you'll be mine,
We can be happy together forever in
Vermont. I want to be a doctor's wife!

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!!!!Next Thursday!!!tickets $4 students.

To Freshman Orientation Staff. Get
psyched for the summer-you are awesome.
Love, Laughing with Lee (an ENFJ).

KT-How about dinner real soon? My
treat?'? Love you more than ever. Bili.
·
Gin & Toniqs? No-the Harvard Din & Tonics
are the NH Notables' guests on April 25,
7:30 Strafford Rm., MUB.
R.S.- I L.OVE YOU!! Andy.
4th annual Kappa Sig KEG TOSS Saturday
Arpil 25, 12-?. Team and Individual Competition.
J-lt's not love that I am afraid of nor it is
marriage, commitment of some other
binding work!?! The love I have for you is
something that will never die. I hope your
head co ld went away and you don't die
young!!
Wanted: Toy trains and accessories, any
size. any condition, any amotmt. Call Joe
at 664-5184

My lust for you
will never stop

7

LOST: REWARD paid for the return or
information leading to the return of my .
_AUSTRALIAN REPLAY DENIM JACKET
which was stolen from the MUB bathroom
April 10th. Return to MUB Kitchen or call
Annmarie at 862-4675.

UNH Ultimate Frisbee Team! Home Tournament! Dartmouth, Brandeis, UMO, Manche-ster! Saturday 12 p.m. Boulder Field.
Be there-Be Cool!

Prince Charming-One more day! I can't
wait to see you tomorrow night (etc. *) Miss
your buns (they're so cute!), and my grilled
cheese mucbo buddy. Mostly, I miss my
best friend. Life is so d~llwithout you-My
N.E.'s have nowhere to turn. Call me as
soon as you're officia lized. Love you madly!
- Your Fairytale Princess

·······················•·■-••··

"The Shining" tomorrow n(ght in the Mub.
Showings at 10 & 12 midnight. $2 student
admission.
G.C. You -are one of a kind!
UNH Ultimate Frisbee Team! Home Tournament! Dartmouth, Brandeis, UMO, Man chester! Saturday 12 p.m . Boulder Field .
Be there-Be Cool!
Dunk your RA, your-hall director, and many
other famous UNH personalities. RA
council is sponsoring a Dunking Booth at
the Smith Hall International Fiesta 11-5
Friday April 24th-Check it'but.

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!!!!Next Thursday!!!tickets $4 students.

Need a job? Then check out. MUB JOB
DAY from 10 a.m.-2 p.m . on the MUB
balcony. TODAY!!

Cycling team--Dom inate at RPI! Let's get
a third E.C.C.F titlEa! Go UNH!

The NH Notables Spring Concert - Apri!
25, 7:30 Strafford Rm MUB. Tickets $2.

Delta Chi presents Spring Cleanup April
25 and 26. For $5 / hr, we'll do any yard,
house, or miscellaneous work. For further
information and/or reservations, call 8686144

Deb Y: SoJry about'1a""sf Wedne~ay in Ptown . We were having such a good time
too. What's up with the man from MA? Is
it going to be a hot date or what? CFK

Don't miss Brad Wright. Next Thursday
in the MubPub. A mellow night of music.

T.S. Thank-s for a great year and 1 /2! Love
ya! B.P.
Safe Rides no longer offers Thursday night
service . If you need a safe ride home on
Friday or Saturday nights from 10:00 p.m.2:00 a.m. call us at 862-1414.
Don't miss Brad Wright. Next Thursday
in the MubPub. A mellow night of music.
The NH Notables Ring in the Spring with
their spring concert April 25, 7:30. Strafford
Room, MUB. Harvard & Bates guest groups.
Nate Amsden !! The Notables salut~ you!
Thanks for the arrangments.
The NH Notables!! Spring concer-t
Saturday-Arpil 25, Strafford Rm. MUB 7:30.
Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.
RHB :The countdown begins .. .30 days 'til
graduation! Psych! This is going to be a _
brew-ha-ha weekend . Hurry back from
Boston, before I consume too much ... which
is eventually going to happen. No tequilla.
And 9on't tell my mother. Please. She thinks
I'm a good girl. I am. Love, mgs.

University Comics
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Comics
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Jumpin' Jake.

-By Bob Durling
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UNH SPRING SPORTS STATISTICS
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Karen Geromini
Pauline Collins
Lynne Abbott
Anne Sherer
Maura Naughton

G
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PTS
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24
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14
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8
9
6
2

48
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21
16
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Cathy Narsiff
Barry Hamilton
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Mike Lassonde
Mike Levin
Sean Ashley
Benjie Johns
Darren Marcou
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H

2
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1
4
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Jim Stevens
Rick Staba
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MEN'S LAX

_ _ _ _ _-:.....:WOMEN'S LAX
(continued from page 24)
Collins were involved. Abbott nationally-ranked Nittany Lions
is n~w vying for membership· of Penn State come to Durham
to try and deflate the 'Cats'
in this elite group.
"It's great to see Lynne play- bubble. On Sunday, Northwesting this well," said Geromini. ern, a school better known for
"It t~~es a lot of pressure off it's pathetic football team, plays
the Wildcats at Boston College.
of us.
Despite appearances., UNH Northwestern is ranked #4 in
.
held a somewhat iffy lead at the the land.
"No doubt about it," said
half, 6-2. After Abbott's spree,
both teams decided to settle Geromini . "It's the biggest
down and play defense, some- weekend of the yeaf for us. I'm
thing which the 'Cats are going looking forward to it." As of
to need in the stretch run of the now, the future is still cloudy
· seasQQ. "It was encouraging to for the laxwomen. Two wins
see the defense play that well," over these national powersaid Anderson. "We' re going houses would all but clinch a
to need big games from people spot in the NCAA tournament
like Mary Rogers; Patty Drury, next month.
The team was rewarded for
and Katey Stone. They all played
their efforts with a d·ay off
great against Brown."
It was also another game in Wednesday, but resumed pracwhich the 'Cats showed how ricing Thursday. There's no
deep they can go if th~y need telling if Coach Anderson will
alter her practice routines.
to. "The balanced scoring continued," said Anderson. "Besides "She'll probably highlight a few
the regular goal-scorers, we got things that we need to go over,"
some offense from our subs, said Abb_ott. "We're going to
too." Maura Naughton and have two good practices and
Karen McBarron both scored when it's time to play, we should
feel good about this weekend.
goals Tuesday.
The reason that the team's We have to do what we have to
.
momentum and confidence do."
_Letdo__wns, unfortunately,
coulcw't have come at a better
· time is clear when one realizes have become a bad habit for the
what a tough weekend the 'Cats Lady 'Cats. They seem to jump
at the gun, relax a bit, and let
have in store for them.
the other team have the edge
0 n S a t_u r d a y ·/ t h e ' -# 2 · in the 'second half. Howev·er:

they took a step in the right
direction in the win over Brown.
After intermission, Anderson's troops came out and did
exactly what they are going to
need to do this weekend. They
continued to ho!ci the upper
hand, outscoring the hosts, 126.
"That's definitely the key,"
said Abbott: "We have got to
play two complete games -with
no letdowns. I really don't know
why we let down sometimes. It's
not that we're sitting on leadsI think we just get tired."
The attitude couldn't be better
in preparing for this weekend.
"I won't be satisfied with one
w_in," said Geromini. '·'I want
them both."
As for Abbott, the sophomore
is gaining confidence game by
game. "I finally feel comfortable
with our offensive plans," she
said. "We're all beginning to
click, which makes it a lot easier.
'Tm confident we can get the
job done."
Anderson echoes her team's
sentiments. "We're playing our
game at the right time," she
reiterated. "I think we can win
two out of two. I anticipate
winning at least one."
If they come out the way they
did against Brown, this week~nd
could be the most profitable in
' recent memory.

(continued from page 24)
second quarter, Brown scored. Garber has coached the men'~
At the end of the first half lacrosse team, it has finished
in the top three in New EngBrown led, 6-4.
"We had a solid offensive land.
"We obviously have to beat
game," Garber said. "We had
a solid one-on-one defense and · some p-retty good teams,"
Garber s-aid. "No one is going
team defense."
Fraser and Brendan O'Brien to hand us a victory."
Yale hosts UNH Saturday.
scored the only goals in the last
half. Brown scored eight goals Last year the Wildcats beatYale,
, 12-11. Two years ago Yale
to beat UNH, 14-6.
''We lost because we lost our defeated UNH 18-6.
"We have to finish strong,"
heads. Actually, only a few of
us lost our heads, and I'm one Garber said. "We need momenof them," Worcester said. "We mm to carry us into next year."
UNH hosts its last home
can't let the referees get to us.
The litde things can't get you game May 8 against UVM in
down, but Wednesday they did." Cowell. Stadium. In the eight out of nine years

·- ---IMPOR TS _ __
(continued from page 24)
midget tournament game Edward Island will vie for the
Kullen watched, Bellegarde starting job.
Szturn, 5' 11", 180 lbs., was
scored a hat-trick.
Walk-ons at forward who are the league all-star, leading the
expected to add to the team US junior league in goals against
depth include Chris Thayer, a . average _and wins and save
6'2", 190 lb. Chicago Black percentage. He has only three
Hawk draft pick from Kent years of eligibility. Morrison,
Prep. The center hails from at 5'8", 150 lbs., is a stand-up,
Exeter, N.H. Bill LaCouture is reflex goalie with lots of proma 6'2", 195 lb. rightwing from ise.
This outstanding recruiting
Natick, Massachusetts who
ended up as the top scorer in class is ·expected to mesh with
his high school league. Leftwin- •improved young players like
ger Bruce MacDot1ald from freshman David Aiken, sophoLoomis-Chaffe, Connecticut will more Steve H_orner (19 goals
each) and freshman defender
also attend UNH next year.
ln goal, 20-year-o.ld Pat Jeff Lazaro to help return the
Szturn from Thunder Bay, On- Wildcats to the playoffs and
tario and 17-year-old Pat Mor- contention for the Hockey East
.rison from Char~letow:n, Prin~e title in the coming seas~ms:~

- I
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Vosburgh finally ·at
home on water
· By Peter Katz

- Men's crew coxswain C!aig Vosburgh likes what he does and he does it well. Here, Vosburgh
shouts the usual instructions to a rower. (Photo from The Granite)

Lowell takes doublehe ader·
Pitching does 'Cats in
By Derek O'Grady
with men on the corners. MarIn game two, UNH matched
Pitching is the key in baseball. cou singled in Lassonde and a up agains.t a buzzsaw named
Just ask the Boston Red Sox, Zegras sacrifice advanced he and Butch Martell. Martell hurled
who were thrown into the Levin to second and third, a three-hit game, striking out
World Series last year by the respectively.
eight along the way.
aim of ace Roger Clemens.
Steve Larkin came through,
Mike Morningstar started the
· In the same sense, you could knocking in both runners with game for UNH and threw three
also ask the UNH Wildcat a double down the leftfield line. shutout innings. Unfortunately,
baseball ream. They travelled Larkin then scored after an error he was pinch hit for after
down to Lowell yesterday to and a wild pitch. Lowell pitcher SeanAshley was removed from
challenge the red-hot Chiefs in Steve Bieksha then buckled the game with a bruised foot.
a doubleheader. UNH learned down and silenced the 'Cats for
The lone Wildcat run came
the hard way that pitching is the rest of the contest, allowing in the fifth. Matt Wilder, who
the reason the Chiefs boast a only four hits.
had doubled, scored 9n a Tom
16-5 record.
Meanwhile, UNH pitcher Joe Ferrin squeeze bunt.
The Wildcats ran into two hot Teixeira was cruising. He had
Lowell got both of their runs
pitchers and managed only thrown. five scoreless innings in the bottom of the fifth on a
seven hits on the day as Lowell before some trouble started. two-run home run by Madore.
- won both games by scores of 9- Paul Gedman, brother of Red
The game stayed 2-1 into _the
5 and 2-1.
Sox holdout Rich, doubled. Neal · seventh when UNH had a
Game one saw UNH squand- Larson followed with a single golden opportunity to ·take the
er a five-run lead in the last of and Gedman scored on an error. lead. Wilder reached second base
the sixth. Also highlighted in - Joe Luis kept things going on an error. S~an Hamilton hit
the early game were nyo big hits with an infield hit which loaded an easy grounder to short stop,
by a catcher named Gedman _ the bases. Teixeira was yanked but it was booted allowing
playing for Lowell.
in favor of Rick Staba. Staba Hamilton safety at first. Wilder ·
The game certainly started managed to whiff two, but also remained at second.
well enough for the 'Cats. In the walked in two runs, cutting the
Both runners advanced a base
opening stanza, Mike Levin, Wildcat lead to 5-3.
on a wild pitch. Martell then
who had walked, got the team
A Ross Madore infield hit dug deep to retire Kevin Mello,
on the board thanks to a Gregg made it 5-4. Gedman stepped Ferrin and Larkin to end the
Zegras sac.r;ifice fly. A Darren up for the second time in the game with the tying run only
Marcou single had advanced inning and drilled a two-run 90-feet away.
Levin to third.
single to give the Chiefs the
The two losses lower the
The Wildcats added to that eventual game-winner. Gedman Wildcats' record to 11-16. They
lead in the third. Levin laid had the 'Cats wondering if he play Maine here in Durham
down a bunt with Mike Las- was actually Rich. Lowell added twice on Saturday and once on
sonde on first. The ball was thr_e e more t0 make ·the final Sunday in three important
misplayed _and UNH wound up 9-5 . '
ECAC North games.

Women's Lacrosse :
•
vs. Penn State (#2 1n nation)·

at UNH fi.e ld.
Saturday afternoon

important a coxswain is. The
two men rowing in front of him
Fall was almost over, but it had recently won gold medals
already felt like winter. Sitting at the Rowing World Chamin the bow of the boat, coxswain pionships in Yugoslavia. Even
Craig Vosburgh was. soaked as they rowed, the two men
from the waves and the oars yelled at Vosburgh to keep the
boat straight.
hitting the water. ·
UNH Coach Chris Allsopp
· He started swaying. His mind
wandered and he mumbled does not feel the coxswains are
unfinished thoughts. Fin-ai'ly, necessary; according to Voshe had had enough and an- burgh. This is because Allsopp
nounced he was going to take excelled as a sculler, which is
a nap right in his small com- som~one who rows either alone
partment. 'To hell :with the or with just another rower.
Some UNH rowers have also
rowers,' he thought, 'let them
said that while they row they
steer.'
As he -lay huddled in the do not have the concentration
coach's motorboat, he remem- or the strerigth to ·listen to the
bered his short stay at the coxswain. Vosburgh gets feedUnited States Coast Guard back from rowers in his boat,
Academy. Before the end of h,is though, about what he is saying
first and only week there, he was so he knows they are listening.
The coxswain is very much
in the hospital. While the pains
may have been similar, though, 'like a baseball catcher. The
Craig Vosburgh knew only at catcher has to choose the pitches
UNH did the people involved thrown and also strategic,:ally
position the players. The coxscare for him.
That is what he likes about wain has similar duties.
Because rowing is such a
crew. Because Vosburgh is short
and weighs only 133 pounds, repetitive sport, great concenhe feels the only other sport he tration is needed to keep doing ·
could excel in is wrestling. the same motion again and
"They like me the wa_y I am," again. Thus in any boat a coxs- ·
Vosburgh said abmit the team, . wain does more than yell
although he wishes he was "stroke," while keeping beat
with a small drum. He tells the
lighter. But, that is impossible.
Through tests administered - rowers how they stand against
by Dr. Sam Smith of UNH, an opposing boat, because idealVosburgh was found to have ly a rower should just be con.:
seven percent body fat. Mike centrating on his rowing and
Schmidt of the Philadelphia not looking at another boat.
A variation on this theme
Phillies, after an intense winter
of workout has only 10 percent Vosburgh said, is to dedicate a
body fat . Below four percent, group of ten strokes. One set
the body will start to eat its own may be for UNH, and another
muscles. Thus Vosburgh must for the parents watching on the
remain at 13 3 pounds, 2 3 shore. Vosburgh finds the latter
pounds heavier than the min- a useful technique, because the
imum weight allowed for a rowers do not wan-t their parents to see them not pulling
coxswain.
Coxswains have to be light hard.
The most useful purpose of
and small, because unnecessary
weight will slow down a boat the coxswain is implementing
and there is not much room in the team's strategy. The number
the front of the boat for them. of strokes the boat makes in a
Vosburgh is the only male minute is the boat's cadence.
coxswain on the team. Most Th~ cadence varies throughout
rowers feel that is just a statistic, the race, but surely in the end
and has no relevance to the the coxswain tells the rowers
to raise it for the final sprint.
team's performance.
Vosburgh's weight also kept Other commands such as "techhim off the national team. He nique 10" and "power 10" call
was offered the job as team for the rowers to concentrate
manag~r, but declined the op- extra hard or pull harder for ten
portunity to travel to the Pan · strokes.
Thus for someone who felt
American Games and South
Korea for the Olympics. He felt he was not meant for athletics,
it would be too painful seeing Vosburgh has found his sport.
the team with medals around And too, for someone who once
wanted to rescue people, Vostheir necks.
At the tryouts in Philadelphia burgh appreciates· being rescued
last fall, Vosburgh learned how himself.
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Sports
Lad y 'Cat s hitti ng their strid e just in time By Rick Kampersal
Momentum and confidence.
They go hand in hand and are
two of the best thiqgs a team
can have going for it. For the
women '·s lacrosse team, they
could not have come at a better
time.
"Our season started off really
slow," said Head Coach Marge
Anderson, after her team blew
Brown.off their own field Tuesday, 18-8. "Now we 've got
things in gear and we' re peaking
at the right time." _
How much of a roll are the
'Cats on? Before the team from
· Brown could even whip off their
warm-up clothes, it seemed,
they were down by three goals,
all scored within 3 1/2 minutes
by sophomore Lynne Abbott.
After this shock, Brown could
never quite recover.
"I was kind of surprised," said
Abbott, who totalled six goals
- on the day. "From the things
that the other girls had told me,
I expected Brown to be more
of a challenge than they were.
But we pulled out quickly and
from there ... "
'The play of Abbott was the
highlight of this otherwise
boring rout. Until her outburst,
it seemed as though whenever
The women's lacrosse team continued their torrid play by pasting the 'Cats needed a clutch goal,
a surprisingly weak Brown team. Coach Marge Anderson's Karen Geromini or Pauline
girls are now 9-2 and looking for an NCAA bid. (Ronit Larone WOMEN'S LAX, page 22
/
photo)

The Lady 'Cats play host to #2 Penn State on Saturday and
then travel to a neutral site, Boston College to 'take on a tough
Northw;estern team. Two wins would seal a bid to the NCAA's.
(Ronit Larone photo)

Qual ity impo rts
for ·hock ey team
By Chris Heisenberg
After a 8 ~27-3 finish this
season, the UNH men's hockey
team has brought in 11 recruits
to plug up two of their biggest
holes; depth and defensive
mobility.
Next year's te_a m will lose
· only five players, but head coach
Bob Kullen has a total of eight
scholarships to use, Rich Burchill's, St~ve Leach's and Steve
Smith's included.
Hours of travelling by assistants Sean Coady and _David
O'Connor has brought: in two
goalies, three defenseman and
three forwards. Additionally,
three highly-touted walk--o ns
have been brought in.
The Wildcats have very high
hopes for the three defensemen,
who are expected to contribute
immediately. Adrien Plavsic,
a 6-foot, 1-inch, -l.90-pounder
from Lac St. Louis, Quebec is
regarded as an "excellent skater
and puckhandler" by _K ullen.
Coming from the same team
which has produced former
Wildcat star Norm Lacombe,
Plavsic is one·of the top midget
players in the area.
Another bright prospect is
6'2", 195 lb. Kevin Dean, who
. hails from Madison, Wisconsin.
Heavily recruited by the University of Wisconsin, Dean has
offensive skill from his experience at forward. "Dean is a
strong, aggressive defenseman,"
said Kullen. He was the_ top
defenseman for Team West in
the recer.tJunior Olympic Tour-

1

mament.
The third defender is Dave
MacIntyre, 5'10", 180 lbs., from
New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. An
offensive-mind ed defenseman,
he is a "smooth skater and
puckhandler with good defensive capabilities."
All three should bring more
offense to a defense which
ra.nked last in both defense and
offense last season. There are
also seven incumbents who will
battle with them for spots.
At forward, rightwing Chris
Winnes, 6'1", 180 lbs. from
Ridgefield, Conne_cticut, is a
"pure scorer with good hands"
according to Kullen. He
prepped the past year at topranked Northwood Prep in New
York and wound up as their top
scorer.
Center Dominic Amodeo continues the strong UNH connection with Henry Carr School in
Toronto, Ontario. The 5'11",
175 lb. playmaker was the
-captain, top scorer, and MVP
in the league which has produced James Richmond, Allister
Brown, Tim Shields, Steve
Horner and Rick Lambert.
Leftwinger Riel Bellgarde,
a 5'11", 175 lb. hard-nosed_
Indian from Regina, Saskatchewan is the third scholarship
forward beingshipped in.
Kullen described him as an
intense two-way player like
Richmond, who can chip in
some goals. In the national

IMPORTS, page 22

A Bruin from Brown shows some aggressiveness as he takes down one of the 'Cats in Wednesday's
action. The laxmen are anticipating playing Yale. (Craig Parker photo)

Laxm en eage r for Yale
By Marla G. Smith
"We have goals left to attain,
Making the NCAA playoffs but the players have to be
and breaking into the U.S. top motivated to win the games,"
15 may be unattainable for the Head Coach Ted Garber said.
men's lacrosse team, but the "The coaches can talk about it,
Wildcat's have a goal they want but the players have to do it on
to reach: to win the next four the field."
Garber said statistically the
games.
Afte·r a 14..: 6 loss to Brown on . Wildcats played with Brown,
Wednesday, the 'Cats ate ready but they just capitalized on more
to pick themselves back up opportunities. "We gave them
some goals they didn't really
again.
'Tm sick of losing," said Seth ha-ve to earn," he said.
UNH played a strong first
Worcester. 'Tm all over Yale,
I'm ready to go. We've got a lot half against Brown. Walt
McMurrav scored the first goal to make up."

for UNH at 2: 18 into the first
quarter. Brown capitalized on
four goals until the 'Cats' David
Haynes came back with a goal.
Kevin Growney's goal at 8:11
was followed by a Brown score,
wrapping up the first quarter,
5-3; Brown.
While every ass1st in the first
quarter was attributed to Barry
Fraser, he also was the first and
only player to score in the
second quarter. With less than
one minute remaining in the
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